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Abstract
We characterize in terms of bicategories actions of monoidal categories to rep-
resentation categories of algebras. For that purpose we introduce cocycles in any
2-category K and the category of Tambara modules over a monad B in K . We
show that in an appropriate setting the above action of categories is given by a
2-cocycle in the Eilenberg-Moore category for themonad B. Furthermore, we intro-
duce (co)quasi-bimonads in K and their respective 2-categories. We show that the
categories of Tambara (co)modules over a (co)quasi-bimonad in K are monoidal,
and how the 2-cocycles in the Eilenberg-Moore category corresponding to their
actions are related to the Sweedler’s and Hausser-Nill 2-cocycles in K . We define
(strong) Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules in K as 1-endocells of the 2-category Bimnd(K)
of bimonads in K , which we introduced in a previous paper. We prove that the
monoidal category of Tamabra strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules in K acts on the
category of relative modules in K . Finally, we show how the above-mentioned
results on actions of categories come from pseudofunctors between appropriate
bicategories. Our results are 2-categorical generalizations of several results known
in the literature.
Mathematics Subject Classification (2010): 16T10, 16T25, 18D05, 18D10.
Keywords: monoidal categories, action of categories, bicategories, 2-(co)monads, Eilenberg-
Moore categories, quasi-bialgebras, Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules
1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to give a bicategorical interpretation of the actions of
monoidal categories to representation categories of algebras by stating a general result
in bicategorical terms. The main examples fitting this framework, and that we started
with, are the following. On the one hand, the action of the category of comodules of
a (coquasi-)bialgebra H to the category AM of modules over an H-module algebra A,
which is provided by a crossed product on A#H, from [17] and [1] in the coquasi case,
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and similarly on the other hand, the action of the category of modules of a (quasi-
)bialgebra H to the category AM, where A is an H-comodule algebra.
Crossed products were given a 2-categorical interpretation in [11] leading to the
notions of a wreath, mixed wreath and their co- versions. In [8] studying the latter we
formulated Sweedler’s 2-cocycle, a 2-cocycle of the type ofHausser andNill introduced
in [10] and the dual versions of the two, all in a 2-categorical setting. The former
comes packed in the data of a wreath, while the latter is packed in the data of a
mixed wreath. In the same work we also introduced bimonads in 2-categories (not
as opmonoidal monads as in [13, 15], but rather following the approach of [14] which
suited better our purposes). All this presents a sufficient tool to express the above-
mentioned actions of categories in bicategorical terms. (In this paper we do not study
the dual statements, where AMwould be substituted by
CM being C an H-(co)module
coalgebra. They correspond to the cowreath and mixed cowreath constructions in the
setting we explained above.)
Let K denote a 2-category and Mnd(K) the 2-category of monads in K , [18]. In [8]
we introduced modules over monads and comodules over comonads in K , as certain
1-cells. In the present paper we introduce Tambara modules over a monad B in K as B-
modules which are simultaneously objects in Mnd(K)(B), the strict monoidal category
of 1-endocells in Mnd(K) over the 0-cell B, with a suitable compatibility condition.
Moreover, we introduce quasi-bimonads and coquasi-bimonads inK and their respec-
tive 2-categories. We prove in Theorem 3.5 that the category of Tambaramodules over a
quasi-bimonad is non-strict monoidal. In a similar fashion we define Tambara comod-
ules over a comonad F (which are simultaneously objects in Mnd(K)(B)!) and by sort
of duality we have that the category of Tambara comodules over a coquasi-bimonad
is monoidal. The converse statements - if the category of Tambara (co)modules is
monoidal that F is a (co)quasi-bimonad - hold true under the assumption that the
1-cells of K posses elements. This is fulfilled for example in the 2-category Tensor
of tensor categories, whose objects are tensor categories and given two such objects
C and D, the category Tensor(C,D) := C-D- Bimod is the category of C-D-bimodule
categories. A (co)quasi-bimonad in Tensor is a structure involving coring categories
which we introduced in [7].
The first main result of the present paper is Theorem 4.1. To formulate the statement
we introduce the notion of 2- and 3-cocycles in any 2-category K as certain 2-cells.
We consider a monad B in K and a monoidal category C such that there is a quasi-
monoidal functor F : C −→ Mnd(K)(B) that factors through a faithful quasi-monoidal
functor U : C −→ Mnd(K)(B). We prove that there is an action of C on the category
of B-modules in K if and only if there is an invertible normalized 2-cocycle over
the 0-cell B in the Eilenberg-Moore category EMM(K) for monads in K . Specifying
this result to the above-mentioned monoidal categories of Tambara (co)modules over
a (co)quasi-bimonad F in K , we characterize in Proposition 5.2 and Proposition 6.2
the corresponding actions of categories. They yield the existence of what we call
Sweedler’s, respectively Hausser-Nill, Hopf datum in K . Our result on the action of
categories in the case of quasi-bimonads in K is a 2-categorical generalization of what
Hausser andNill proved in [10, Section 9] in the setting of modules over a commutative
ring.
When we introduced bimonads in 2-categories in [8] and the corresponding 2-
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categoryBimnd(K) of bimonads, weobserved that the endomorphism1-cells inBimnd(K)
are a 2-categorical version of Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules. In the present paper we call
them strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules in K . We also consider such Yetter-Drinfel‘d mod-
ules over a 0-cell i.e. bimonad F which simultaneously are Tambara modules over a
monad B. They form amonoidal category. We prove in Theorem 7.6 that this monoidal
category acts on the category of relative (F,B)-modules inK , which we also introduce in
the present paper.
On the other hand, we introduce the 2-category τ-Bimnd(K) of τ-bimonads in K
and show that there is an embedding 2-functor τ-Bimnd(K) −→ Bimnd(K). Fixing
a 0-cell in τ-Bimnd(K) yields a monoidal embedding of categories τ-Bimnd(K)(F)
−→ Bimnd(K)(F). When K is induced by the category of vector spaces over a filed k,
the subcategory in this embedding is the category of Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules over k.
For this reason the objects of τ-Bimnd(K)(F) we call classical Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules in
K . In particular, classical Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules in K (including those over a field)
are strong. We prove that the corresponding monoidal category of “Tambara classical
Yetter-Drinfel‘dmodules” is amonoidal subcategoryof the categoryof “Tambara strong
Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules”. Consequently, the former category acts on the category of
relative (F,B)-modules in K . This generalizes [12, Theorem 2.3] to the 2-categorical
setting.
On the other hand, it is well-known that a category action C × M −→ M of a
monoidal category C corresponds (bijectively) to a monoidal functor C −→ Fun(M,M)
to the monoidal category of endofunctors on M. Moreover, given a bi/2-category K
and a 0-cell A in K , one has that 1-endocells on A form a (strict) monoidal category
K(A,A). Then giving a pseudofunctor T : K −→ Cat, to the 2-category of categories,
it induces a monoidal functor TA : K(A,A) −→ Fun(T (A),T (A)). We introduce new
bi/2-categories and construct pseudofunctors from these to Cat. The rest of our main
results are Theorem 8.1, Theorem 8.2 and Proposition 8.3, in which we recover all
previously obtained results on actions of monoidal categories.
As for the organization of the paper, we start by introducing 2- and 3-cocycles in
K , Sweedler’s and Hausser-Nill Hopf datum in K , the category of Tambara modules
and show when it is monoidal. In Section 3 we define quasi-bimonads and coquasi-
bimonads and their respective 2-categories. We prove in Theorem 3.5 that the category
of Tambara modules over a quasi-bimonad in K is non-strict monoidal. In Section 4
we prove Theorem 4.1 which studies the action of a monoidal category, from which
there is a forgetful functor to Mnd(K)(B) for a monad B in K , to the category of left
B-modules in K . Section 5 and 6 are dedicated to specializing the latter Theorem
to the categories of Tambara modules over a (co)quasi-bimonad F so that B is an F-
(co)module monad. Section 7 section studies Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules in K . Here is
where we prove the action of themonoidal category of Tambara strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d
modules to the category of relative (F,B)-modules inK . In the last section we construct
pseudofunctors from certain bi/2-categories to Cat recovering the previously obtained
results on actions of categories.
3
2 Notation, terminology and preliminary results
We assume the reader has basic knowledge of 2-categories, (co)monads, (co)wreaths,
Eilenberg-Moore categories for 2-categories and actions of monoidal categories. For
reference we recommend [2, 3, 16, 18, 11, 6]. Throughout K will denote a 2-category,
the horizontal composition of 2-cells we will denote by × and the vertical one by ◦. The
Eilenberg-Moore category with respect to monads we will denote by EMM(K) and the
one for comonads by EMC(K).
In [8, Definition 2.3] we defined modules over a monad and comodules over a
comonad. As a matter of fact, such definition of modules appears in [11] under the
name “generalized t-algebra with domain X (in the definition below t = T,X = B).
We recall here left modules and right comodules, the rest of the structures is defined
analogously.
Definition 2.1 Let (A,T, µ, η) be a monad and (A,D,∆, ε) a comonad inK .
(a) A 1-cell F : B −→ A in K is called a left T-module if there is a 2-cell ν : TF −→ F such
that ν(µ × IdF) = ν(IdT ×ν) and ν(η × IdF) = IdF holds.
(b) A 1-cell F : A −→ B in K is called a right D-comodule if there is a 2-cell ρ : F −→ FD
such that (IdF ×∆)ρ = (ρ × IdD)ρ and (IdF ×ε)ρ = IdF holds.
As the composition of composable 1-cells in K gives a monoidal structure on such
1-cells and the corresponding 2-cells, we will use freely string diagram notation in our
computations. Multiplication and unit of a monad, commultiplication and counit of a
comonad, left action and coaction and right coaction we write respectively:
✡✠ ❞ ☛✟ ❞ P ✏ P .
Let Mnd(K) denote the 2-category of monads and Comnd(K) of comonads. We
will use 1-cells (X, τ) in the four 2-categories: Mnd(K),Mnd(K op),Comnd(K) and
Comnd(K op), where K op denotes the 2-category which differs from K in that the 1-
cells appear in reversed order (the diagrams there are left-right symmetric to those for
K), and even we will deal with pairs (B, τ) which will simultaneously be 1-cells in all
the four 2-categories. For this reason, to simplify the formulations we will often say
for the distributive law τ that it is: “left monadic, right monadic, left comonadic, right
comonadic”, respectively. Although it has nothing to dowith (co)monadic adjunctions,
this terminology we find more concise than to say that τ is a distributive law “with
respect to the (co)monadic structure in the left/right coordinate”, for example. Simi-
larly, for a 2-cell ζ in K which is a 2-cell in some of, or in various of the above four
2-categories, we will often say “τ is natural with respect to ζ”.
At last let us say that we are going to use the term “Yang-Baxter equation” in a more
general form. Namely, we will use it for an identity between 2-cells acting on three a
priori different 1-cells inK , resembling the Rademeister move III.
Now that we fixed notation and terminology, we proceed to some new definitions
and first results.
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Definition 2.2 Let ρ be an operator that to any pair of composable 1-cells Y,Z assigns a 2-cell
ρY,Z : YZ −→ YZ in K , such that (ζ × ξ) ◦ ρY,Z = ρY′,Z′ ◦ (ζ × ξ) for every pair of 2-cells ζ : Y
−→ Y′, ξ : Z −→ Z′. Then ρ is called a 2-cocycle inK if the following holds:
(IdX ×ρY,Z) ◦ ρX,YZ = (ρX,Y × IdZ) ◦ ρXY,Z. (1)
for every triple of composable 1-cells X : C −→ D,Y : B −→ C,Z : A −→ B in K. Moreover, ρ
is a normalized 2-cocycle if ρIdA ,X = ρX,IdA = idX for every 1-cell X :A −→A.
Differently stated, a 2-cocycle is a family
ρ = (ρY,Z : YZ −→ YZ | Y,Z ∈ K)
of natural morphisms in the product category K(B,C) × K(A,B), one for each object
(Y,Z) ∈ K(B,C) ×K(A,B), satisfying condition (1).
If a 2-cocycle ρ is invertible, being his inverse the operator ρ−1V,W : VW −→ VW, then
observe that it fulfills the identity:
ρ−1X,YZ ◦ (IdX ×ρ
−1
Y,Z) = ρ
−1
XY,Z ◦ (ρ
−1
X,Y × IdZ) (2)
The above definition can be generalized to any n-cocycle in the obvious way, we write
out the 3-cocycle condition, the rest is not of our interest in this moment. Given three
composable 1-cellsX,Y,Z an operator ρ : XYZ −→ XYZ natural in the three components
is a 3-cocycle inK if:
(IdX ×ρY,Z,W) ◦ ρX,YZ,W ◦ (ρX,Y,Z × IdW) = ρX,Y,ZW ◦ ρXY,Z,W (3)
holds, where W is a fourth 1-cell which is composable with Z. We say that ρ is a
normalized 3-cocycle if ρIdD ,X,Y = ρX,IdC ,Y = ρX,Y,IdB = idXY for every 1-cells X,Y as above.
For any 0-cellA in K there is a strict monoidal 1-category K(A) whose objects are
1-cells X : A −→ A and morphisms 2-cells ζ : X −→ Y in K . The objects of K(A)
are composable 1-cells in K . If the monoidal category K(A) happens to be a tensor
category (most importantly abelian), then the above definition of a 2-cocycle recovers
that of 2-cocycles in the Yetter cohomology, called by its introduction in [21], but it was
independantly introduced also in [5].
In [9, Definition 4.5] we introduced monad Hopf data. There we required that
the 2-cells ψB,F and µM have specific forms. However, a monad Hopf datum can be
considered in a more general setting, we resume it here. Consider a wreath F around
B given by (B, F, ψ, µM, ηM) with the associated 7 axioms. Suppose there are 2-cells
εB :=
B
❞ , εF :=
F
❞ so that
B B
✡✠
❞
=
B B
❞ ❞
. When you apply εB and independantly εF to the 7
axioms of the wreath, you get 14 new axioms. The obtained data, together with εB, εF,
where we only suppose that B is a monad, is a monad Hopf datum. Though, if we lack
of the 2-cell εB and we apply only εF to the 7 axioms of the wreath (B, F, ψ, µM, ηM), we
obtain the following 7 axioms:
B B F
ψ
✏
✍ ✌
B
=
B B F
✡✠
✏
B
(4)
F
❞
✏
B
=
F
❞
❞
B
(5)
module monad module monad unity
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B F F
ψ
ψ
σ
✍ ✌
B
=
B F F
µM
✏
✍ ✌
B
(6)
B
ηM
❞ ✡✠
B
=
B
ηM
✏
✍ ✌
B
(7)
twisted action twisted action unity
F F F
β
µM
σ
✡✠
B
=
F F F
µM
ψ
σ
✡✠
B
(8)
F
ηM
ψ
σ
✡✠
B
=
F
❞
❞
B
=
F
ηM
σ
✡✠
B
(9)
2-cocycle condition normalized 2-cocycle
Here
B F
✏
B
:=
B F
ψB,F
❞
B
, σ :=
F F
µM
❞
B
and β : FFF −→ FFF is a 3-cocycle on FFF inK . The 2-cell
β in (8) is an identity in a wreath. In the context of this paper it will appear non-trivial
in Section 5. In [8, 9] we showed that the upper data (where β is identity) determines
Sweedler’s crossed product in a 2-categorical setting. To the above 2-cell σ we will
refer to as to Sweedler’s 2-cocycle in K . For this reason, the data (B, F, ψ, µM, ηM, εF, β),
where B is a monad and F a 1-cell, both over a 0-cellA, so that (4)–(9) hold, we will call
Sweedler’s Hopf datum. The relation between 2-cocycles in (8) and (2) will be clarified in
Lemma 5.5.
The name “module monad” in (4)–(5) in the literature is usually termed F measures
B. A priori, F is not a monad. Observe that if the 2-cocycle σ is trivial, that is if
σ = ηB(εF × εF), (6)–(7) state that B is a proper right F-module, where a priori non-
associative product on F is given by
F F
✡✠
F
:=
F F
µM
❞
F
.
In a similar fashion as we introduced Sweedler’s Hopf datum, we do the folowing.
Consider a mixed wreath (B, F, ψ,∆M, εM), that is, a cowreath F around a monad B, and
assume there is a 2-cell ηF := ❞
F
. Apply ηF to the 7 axioms of themixedwreath to obtain:
B B
✏
ψ
✡✠
F B
=
B B
✡✠
✏
F B
(10)
❞
✏
F B
=
❞ ❞
F B
(11)
comodule monad comodule monad unity
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B✏
∆M
✡✠
F F B
=
B
♠Φλ
ψ
ψ
✡✠
F F B
(12)
B
✏
εM
✡✠
B
=
B
❞
εM
✡✠
B
(13)
quasi coaction quasi coaction counity
♠Φλ
∆M
ψ
β ✡✠
F F F B
=
♠Φλ
∆M
✡✠
F F F B
(14)
♠Φλ
εM
ψ
✡✠
F B
=
❞ ❞
F B
=
♠Φλ
εM
✡✠
F B
(15)
2-cocycle condition for Φλ normalized 2-cocycle Φλ
Here
B
✏
F B
:=
B
❞
ψ
F B
,
♠Φλ
F F B
:=
❞
∆M
F F B
and β : FFF −→ FFF is a 3-cocycle on FFF. The
2-cell β in (14) is an identity in a mixed wreath. As above, it will be non-trivial in
the context appearing in Section 6. In [8] we showed that the above data (where β is
identity) determines a comodule algebra B over a bimonad F in a 2-categorical setting.
(In [10] F was actually a quasi-bialgebra over a commutative ring R and the rest of
the structure is the same, for K the 2-category induced by the monoidal category of
modules over R. ) For this reason, the data (B, F, ψ,∆M, εM, ηF, β), where B is a monad
and F a 1-cell, both over a 0-cellA, so that the identities (10) – (15) hold, we will call a
Hausser-Nill datum. In Lemma 6.5 we will explain the relation between the “2-cocycle”
Φλ in (14) and a 2-cocycle inK .
Again, the name “comodule monad” in (10)–(11) is conditional, we could say that
F comeasures B. A priori, F is not a comonad. Observe that if the 2-cocycle Φλ is trivial,
(12)–(13) state that B is a proper left F-comodule, where a priori non-coassociative
coproduct on F is given by
F☛✟
F F
:=
F
∆M
❞
F F
.
2.1 Categories of Tambara modules
Let us recall the 2-category of monads Mnd(K). Its 0-cells are monads (A,B) 
(A,B, µ, η), 1-cells are morphisms of monads, that is (X, ψ) : (A,B) −→ (A′,B′) where
X : A −→ A′ is a 1-cell in K and ψ : B′X −→ XB is a 2-cell in K so that (16) hold, and
2-cells are ζ : (X, ψ) −→ (Y, ψ′) where ζ : X −→ Y is a 2-cell inK so that (17) holds.
B′ B′ X
ψ
ψ
✡✠
X B
=
B′ B′ B′
✡✠
ψ
X B
,
X
❞
ψ
X B
=
X
❞
X B
(16)
B′ X
ψ
ζ
Y B
=
B′ X
ζ
ψ′
Y B
(17)
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The horizontal composition of 1-cells: (X, τB,X) : (A,B) −→ (A
′,B′) and (Y, τB′,Y) : (A
′,B′)
−→ (A′′,B′′), where τB,X : B
′X −→ XB and τB′,Y : B
′′Y −→ YB′, is given by:
(Y, τB′,Y)(X, τB,X) = (YX, τB,YX) = (YX,
B′′ Y X
τB′ ,Y
τB,X
Y X B
). (18)
The vertical and horizontal composition of 2-cells is given as in K . The identity 1-cell
on a 0-cell (A,B) is given by: (idA, IdB) : (A,B) −→ (A,B). The identity 2-cell on a 1-cell
(X, τB,X) : (A,B) −→ (A
′,B′) is given by IdX.
The 2-category of comonads is Comnd(K) =Mnd(Kop), whereKop differs fromK in
that the 2-cells are reversed with respect to those in K . This means that in Comnd(K)
one has 2-cells φ : XB −→ B′X and ζ : X −→ Y which satisfy the up-side down versions
of diagrams (16) – (17).
The strict monoidal category Mnd(K)(B) has then for objects monad morphisms
(X, ψ) : (A,B) −→ (A,B), where X : A −→ A is a 1-cell and ψ : BX −→ XB is a 2-cell in
K , and morphisms are ζ : (X, ψ) −→ (Y, ψ′), where ζ : X −→ Y is a 2-cell in K , so that
(16) and (17) hold with B = B′. From now on we will denote T (A,B) := Mnd(K)(B).
This monoidal category was studied in [4] and the notation is to evoke Tambara who
studied in [19] a monoidal category of transfer morphismswhich is T (A,B) for K being
the 2-category induced by the monoidal category of vector spaces.
It is clear that B is a (left and right) module over itself. Given a 2-cell τB,B : BB −→ BB
it is very well known that the composition 1-cell BB is a monad with structure 2-cells:
∇BB =
B B B B
τB,B
✡✠✡✠
B B
ηBB =
❞ ❞
B B
(19)
if and only if (B, τB,B) is a 1-cell both in Mnd(K) and in Mnd(K
op). We will assume
throughout that given a monad B the 2-cell τB,B is both a left and a right monadic distributive
law.
Given two left B-modules X,Y : A′ −→ A in K , for a 2-cell ζ : X −→ Y we will say
that it is left B-linear, or a morphism of left B-modules, if the following is fulfilled:
B X
P
ζ
Y
=
B X
ζ
P
Y.
Definition 2.3 Let B : A −→ A be a monad inK . We denote by (A,B)T the following category.
Its objects are triples (X, τB,X, ν) where (X, τB,X) are objects of T (A,B) such that (X, ν) is a
left B-module in K and the action ν : (BX, τB,BX) −→ (X, τB,X) is a morphism in T (A,B).
Morphisms of (A,B)T are left B-linear morphisms in T (A,B).
The objects of (A,B)T we will call left Tambara B-modules.
When the action ν : (BX, τB,BX) −→ (X, τB,X) is a morphism in T (A,B), we will also
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say that τB,X is natural with respect to the left action, meaning:
B B X
P
τB,X
X B
=
B B X
τB,B
τB,X
P
X B
(20)
We will abuse notation in that we will denote also by (X, τB,X) the objects of (A,B)T
without expliciting the B-action.
Observe that (B, τB,B) is an object of (A,B)T and that given any object (X, τB,X) in (A,B)T
the left B-action on X is a morphism in (A,B)T .
Proposition 2.4 Let B : A −→ A be a monad inK such that there is a 2-cell
B☛✟
B B
satisfying:
B B
✍ ✌
✎ ☞
B B
=
B B☛✟☛✟
τB,B
✡✠✡✠
B B
and
❞ ❞
B B
=
❞
☛✟
B B.
If (X, τB,X), (Y, τB,Y) ∈ (A,B)T , then (XY, τB,XY) ∈ (A,B)T with the B-action given by:
B XY
P
XY
=
B X Y☛✟
τB,X
P P
X Y
(21)
and where τB,XY is from (18).
Proof. The proof that XY is a B-module via (21) is direct, using that τB,X is natural with
respect to
B X
P
X
and that it is a left monadic distributive law.
As a matter of fact, that (21) endows XY with a structure of a left B-module is a
consequence of the following result.
Proposition 2.5 Let B : A −→ A be a monad, (X, ψB,X) an object in T (A,B) and M : A
′
−→ A a left B-module inK . Then XM is a left B-module via
B XM
P
XM
=
B X M
ψB,X
P
X M
(22)
Remark 2.6 The proof of the above Proposition is direct. Its result was used in the
literature for K being the 2-category induced by the monoidal category of vector
spaces, see e.g. [17]. In the proof of Proposition 2.4 one is actually proving that under
specified conditions (X, ψB,X) is an object in T (A,B) with ψB,X given by:
ψB,X =
B X☛✟
τB,X
P
X B.
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Let us record few more properties that are in the line of the above results. Let B :A
−→ A be a monad with a 2-cell εB : B −→ IdA so that IdA is a left B-module by εB. The
left hand-side version of the definition of a module monad from (4), saying that a left
B-module and monad F :A −→A is a left B-module monad, is:
B F F
✍ ✌
P
F
=
B F F
ψ
P
✍ ✌
F
B
❞
P
F
=
B
❞
❞
F.
(23)
The following are straightforwardly proved:
Proposition 2.7 Let (F : A −→ A, µF, ηF) be a monad and a left B-module and assume that
(F, ψB,F) is an object of T (A,B). Then F is a left B-module monad if and only if µF and ηF are
left B-linear, where FF is a left B-module by (22).
Proposition 2.8 Let (F, ψB,F) be an object of T (A,B) and consider BF as a left B-module by
µB × idF and FB by (22). Then ψB,F : BF −→ FB is left B-linear.
3 Quasi-bimonads and coquasi-bimonads in 2-categories
Given a monad B on a 0-cellA inK . The identity 1-cell IdA is trivially a comonad and
we can consider the monad of the 2-cells IdA −→ B inK , which is indeed a convolution
algebra in the monoidal category K(A).
Definition 3.1 A quasi-bimonad inK is an octuple (A, F, µ, η,∆, ε, τF,F,Φ), where (A, F, µ, η)
is a monad, τF,F : FF −→ FF is a left and right monadic and comonadic distributive law, the
2-cells ∆ =
F☛✟
F F
and ε =
F
❞ satisfy:
F☛✟
❞
F
=
F
F
=
F☛✟
❞
F
,
F F
✍ ✌
✎ ☞
F F
=
F F☛✟☛✟
τF,F
✡✠✡✠
F F
,
❞ ❞
F F
=
❞
☛✟
F F
,
F F
❞ ❞
=
F F
✡✠
❞
,
❞
❞ = IdidA
and the 2-cell Φ : IdA −→ FFF is convolution invertible and normalized:
♠Φ
❞
F F
=
❞ ❞
F F
and it obeys:
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F♠Φ ☛✟
τF,F☛✟✡✠
τF,F
✡✠✡✠
F F F
=
F☛✟
☛✟ ♠Φ
τF,F
τF,F τF,F
✡✠✡✠✡✠
F F F
(24)
♠Φ ♠Φ
τF,F
τF,F
✍ ✌
♠Φ
τF,F☛✟✡✠
τF,F τF,F
✡✠✡✠ τF,F
τF,F
✍ ✌✡✠
F F F F
=
♠Φ ♠Φ
τF,F☛✟
τF,F
☛✟
✡✠✡✠ τF,F
✡✠✡✠
F F F F
(25)
quasi coassociativity 3-cocycle condition
We will often write shortly (A, F,Φ) for a quasi-bimonad (A, F, µ, η,∆, ε, τF,F,Φ).
Whenwe dealwith Tambaramodules over a quasi-bimonad (A, F,Φ) it makes sense
to require that the 2-cells τF,X assigned to TambaramodulesX be also (right) comonadic
distributive laws. As amatter of fact, this property will be needed in order to prove that
the category of Tambara modules over a quasi-bimonad (A, F,Φ) is monoidal. For this
proof we will also need two more assumptions. Then it becomes natural to introduce
the following 2-category.
LetQB(K) denote the 2-categoryof quasi-bimonads inK , it consists of the following:
0-cells: are quasi-bimonads (A, F, τF,F,Φ)  (A, F, µ, η,∆, ε, τF,F,Φ) inK such that
F
♠Φ
F F F F
=
F
♠Φ
τF,F
τF,F
τF,F
F F F F
(26)
τF,IdA is natural w.r.t. Φ
holds;
1-cells: arepairs (X, τF,X) : (A, F, τF,F,Φ) −→ (A
′, F′, τF′,F′ ,Φ
′)where (X, τF,X) : (A, F, µ, η)
−→ (A′, F′, µ′, η′) is a 1-cell in Mnd(K) and (X, τF,X) : (A, F,∆, ε) −→ (A
′, F′,∆′, ε′) is a
1-cell in Comnd(K op), that is, the following identities hold:
F′ F′ X
τF,X
τF,X
✡✠
X F
=
F′ F′ X
✡✠
τF,X
X F
;
X
❞
τF,X
X F
=
X
❞
X F
(27)
F′ X☛✟
τF,X
τF,X
X F F
=
F′ X
τF,X☛✟
X F F
;
F′ X
τF,X
❞
X
=
F′ X
❞
X
(28)
and the following compatibility conditions between τF,X and Φ, on one side, and be-
tween τF,X and τF,F on the other, are fulfilled:
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X
♠Φ
X F F F
=
X
♠Φ′
τF,X
τF,X
τF,X
X F F F
(29)
F′ F′ X
τF,X
τF,X
τF,F
X F F
=
F′ F′ X
τF′,F′
τF,X
τF,X
X F F.
(30)
τIdA,X is natural w.r.t. Φ YBE for FFX
2-cells: are 2-cells in Mnd(K), that is, ζ : (X, τF,X) −→ (Y, τF,Y) so that the identity:
F′ X
τF,X
ζ
Y F
=
F′ X
ζ
τF,Y
Y F
(31)
holds.
The horizontal composition of 1-cells, the vertical and horizontal composition of
2-cells, the identity 1-cell on a 0-cell and the identity 2-cell on a 1-cell are given as in
Mnd(K).
Remark 3.2 For any (X, τF,X) ∈ Mnd(K) the 2-cell τFF,X =
F′ F′ X
τF,X
τF,X
X F F
fulfills the conditions
(27)–(28). On the other hand, note that τIdA,X is nothing but identity 2-cell on X in
K . Then to say that τIdA,X is natural with respect to Φ : IdA −→ FFF, is to say that:
(X ×Φ) ◦ τIdA,X = τFFF,X ◦ (Φ
′ ×X) holds, which is (29). A similar situation happens in
(26).
The strict monoidal category QB(K)(F) then has for objects pairs (X, τF,X) where
X : A −→ A is a 1-cell and τF,X : FX −→ XF is a 2-cell in K , so that (27) – (30) hold with
A =A′ and F = F′. Morphisms of QB(K)(F) are the same as those of T (A, F).
Definition 3.3 The category of left Tambara modules over a quasi-bimonad (A, F,Φ)we denote
by (A,F,Φ)T andwe define it as follows. Its objects are triples (X, τF,X, ν), where (X, τF,X) are objects
of QB(K)(F) so that (X, ν) is a left F-module in K and the action ν : (FX, τF,FX) −→ (X, τF,X) is
a morphism in QB(K)(F). Morphisms of (A,F,Φ)T are left F-linear morphisms in QB(K)(F).
Again, we will abuse notation and we will denote by (X, τF,X) the objects of (A,F,Φ)T
without expliciting the F-action.
Loosely speaking, the objects of (A,F,Φ)T are pairs (X, τF,X) so thatX is a left F-module
and the 2-cell τF,X is both monadic and comonadic with respect to F, it is natural with
respect to the left F-module action on X and satisfies (29) and (30). The 2-cell τF,F is
left and right monadic and left and right comonadic distributive law. Morphisms of
(A,F,Φ)T are left F-linear 2-cells ζ : X −→ Y inK so that (17) holds with B = B
′ = F.
Let us now introduce some useful tool for the further computations. If F is a
monad, then so is FFwith structure morphisms (19), and similarly FFF. We now set the
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following notation:
FF XY
t
XY
=
F F X Y
τF,X
P P
X Y
FFF XYZ
t
XYZ
=
F F F X Y Z
τF,X
τF,X τF,Y
P P P
X Y Z
(32)
Observe that by (21) one has:
F XYZ
P
XYZ
=
F XYZ
∆2
t
XYZ
where ∆2 = (∆ × idF)∆ = (idF ×∆)∆ : F −→ FFF.
Proposition 3.4 Let (A, F,Φ) be a quasi-bimonad in K and (X, τF,X), (Y, τF,Y), (Z, τF,Z) ∈
(A,F,Φ)T . The following relations hold true:
FFF FFF XYZ
t
t
XYZ
=
FFF FFF XYZ
✍ ✌
t
XYZ
(33)
XYZ
❞
t
XYZ
=
XYZ
XYZ
F FFF XYZ
τF,FFF
τF,XYZ
t
XYZ F
=
F FFF XYZ
t
τF,XYZ
XYZ F
(34)
Proof. For the first identity first apply that the F-action is a morphism in QB(K)(F),
then apply the Yang-Baxter identity (30) (first once, then twice) and finally the monadic
distributive law. The second identity is obvious, and for the third one apply first the
Yang-Baxter identity (30) (first once, then twice) and then the fact that the F-action is a
morphism in QB(K)(F).
We now may prove:
Theorem 3.5 For a quasi-bimonad (A, F,Φ) inK , the category (A,F,Φ)T is non-strict monoidal
with the unit object (IdA, idF)with the trivial F-action, the tensor product as in Proposition 2.4,
the unit constraints given by identities and the associativity constraint α : (XY)Z −→ X(YZ)
given by:
αX,Y,Z =
X Y Z
♠Φ
τF,X
τF,X τF,Y
P P P
X Y Z
=
XYZ
♠Φ
t
XYZ
(35)
for (X, τF,X), (Y, τF,Y), (Z, τF,Z) ∈ (A,F,Φ)T .
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Proof. Let us first show that αX,Y,Z is an isomorphism in (A,F,Φ)T . It is clearly invertible.
We see that the identity (17) is fulfilled:
F XYZ
τF,XYZ
♠Φ
t
XYZ F
(26)
=
F XYZ
♠Φ
τF,FFF
τF,XYZ
t
XYZ F
(34)
=
F XYZ
♠Φ
t
τF,XYZ
XYZ F
(36)
Observe that left F-module structure on (XY)Z and on X(YZ) are both given via ψF,XY
(see (22)). Now, left F-linearity of αX,Y,Z : (XY)Z −→ X(YZ) can be stated like this:
F XYZ
♠Φ P
t
XYZ
=
F XYZ
♠Φ
t
P
XYZ
⇔
F XYZ
∆2
♠Φ t
t
XYZ
=
F XYZ
♠Φ
t
∆2
t
XYZ
(33)
⇔
F XYZ
♠Φ ∆2
✍ ✌
t
XYZ
=
F XYZ
∆2 ♠Φ
✍ ✌
t
XYZ
which is equivalent to (24) (choose X = Y = Z = F and compose with ηF). In the
pentagon axiom for α:
(IdX ×αY,Z,W) ◦ αX,YZ,W ◦ (αX,Y,Z × IdW) = αX,Y,ZW ◦ αXY,Z,W (37)
by the comonadic distributive law we have:
αXY,Z,W =
XYZ
♠Φ
∆×Id× Id
t
XYZ
αX,YZ,W =
XYZ
♠Φ
Id×∆×Id
t
XYZ
αX,Y,ZW =
XYZ
♠Φ
Id× Id×∆
t
XYZ
then (37) becomes:
XYZ W
♠Φ ♠Φ
t
♠Φ Id×∆×Id
τF,XYZ
ηF×IdFFF t P
τF,XYZ
t P
XYZ W
=
XYZ W
♠Φ
♠Φ ∆×Id× Id
τF,XYZ
Id× Id×∆ t P
τF,XYZ
t P
XYZ W
⇔
XYZ
♠Φ ♠Φ
t
♠Φ Id×∆×Id
τF,XYZ
ηF×IdFFF t
τF,XYZ
t ✍ ✌
XYZ F
=
XYZ
♠Φ
♠Φ ∆×Id× Id
τF,XYZ
Id× Id×∆ t
τF,XYZ
t ✍ ✌
XYZ F
the latter by (34) is equivalent to:
XYZ
♠Φ ♠Φ ♠Φ
ηF×IdFFF Id×∆×Id
τF,FFF τF,FFF
τF,FFF τF,XYZ
✍ ✌τF,XYZ
✍ ✌ ✍ ✌
t
XYZ F
=
XYZ
♠Φ ♠Φ
Id× Id×∆ ∆×Id× Id
τF,FFF τF,XYZ
✡✠ τF,XYZ
✍ ✌
t
XYZ F
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which by the monadic distributive law is further equivalent to:
XYZ
♠Φ ♠Φ ♠Φ
ηF×IdFFF Id×∆×Id
τF,FFF τF,FFF
τF,FFF
✍ ✌ ✡✠
✍ ✌ τF,XYZ
t
XYZ F
=
XYZ
♠Φ ♠Φ
Id× Id×∆ ∆×Id× Id
τF,FFF
✡✠ ✍ ✌
τF,XYZ
t
XYZ F
and this (choose X = Y = Z = F and compose with ηF) is equivalent to:
♠Φ ♠Φ ♠Φ
ηF×IdFFF Id×∆×Id IdFFF ×ηF
✍ ✌✍ ✌
✍ ✌
FFFF
=
♠Φ ♠Φ ♠Φ
ηF×IdFFF Id×∆×Id
τF,FFF τF,FFF
τF,FFF
✍ ✌ ✡✠
✍ ✌
FFF F
=
♠Φ ♠Φ
Id× Id×∆ ∆×Id× Id
τF,FFF
✡✠ ✍ ✌
FFF F
=
♠Φ ♠Φ
Id× Id×∆ ∆×Id× Id
✍ ✌
FFFF
(38)
Observe that this is precisely (25) (recall the comonad structure of FFF and apply (29)).
The unity constraints taken as identities are left F-linear by the ∆-ε compatibility of
F. Their coherence with αmeans:
X IdY
♠Φ
t
X IdY
=
X Y
♠Φ
❞ τF,X
P P
X Y
=
X Y
X Y
which is fulfilled because Φ is normalized.
The following is direct to prove and it justifies the name “3-cocycle” for Φ:
Lemma 3.6 IfρF,F,F =
FFF
♠Φ
✍ ✌
FFF
is a 3-cocycle onFFF inK , whereρFF,F,F =
FFFF
♠Φ
∆×Id× Id
✍ ✌
FFFF
and so on, then Φ satisfies (38), i.e. (25).
If 1-cells of the 2-category K in question posses elements, then the converse of
the above Theorem is also true. In this case, if α is an associativity constraint, one
defines Φ := αF,F,F(ηF × ηF × ηF). The named condition is fulfilled for example for the
2-category Tensor of tensor categories. Its objects are tensor categories, and given two
such objects C and D, the category Tensor(C,D) defining 1- and 2-cells is given by
the category of C-D-bimodule categories C-D- Bimod. Then 1-cells are C-D-bimodule
categoriesM and given two C-D-bimodule categoriesM and N , a 2-cell is given by a
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C-D-bilinear functor F : M −→ N . The composition of 1-cells is given by the relative
Deligne product (over the corresponding tensor category). A quasi-bimonad in Tensor
is then a C-bimodule monoidal category M and a “quasi” coring category with a C-
bilinear functor Φ : C −→ M ⊠CM ⊠CM so that the suitable compatibility conditions
are satisfied. We defined corings (and quasi-corings, but there the prefix quasi had a
different meaning) in [7].
Dually to quasi-bimonads we define coquasi-bimonads inK .
Definition 3.7 Acoquasi-bimonad inK is an octuple (A, F, µ, η,∆, ε, τF,F, ω), where (A, F,∆, ε)
is a comonad, τF,F : FF −→ FF is a left and right monadic and comonadic distributive law, the
2-cells µ =
F F
✡✠
F
and η =
❞
F
satisfy:
F
❞
✡✠
F
=
F
F
=
F
❞
✡✠
F
,
F F
✍ ✌
✎ ☞
F F
=
F F☛✟☛✟
τF,F
✡✠✡✠
F F
,
❞ ❞
F F
=
❞
☛✟
F F
,
F F
❞ ❞
=
F F
✡✠
❞
,
❞
❞ = IdidA
and the 2-cell ω : FFF −→ IdA is convolution invertible and normalized:
F F
❞
♠ω
=
F F
❞ ❞
and
it obeys:
FFF✎ ☞
♠ω µ2
F
=
FFF✎ ☞
µ2 ♠ω
F
and
FFFF✎ ☞
✎ ☞✎ ☞
εF×IdFFF Id×µ×Id IdFFF ×εF
♠ω ♠ω ♠ω
=
FFFF✎ ☞
Id× Id×µ µ×Id× Id
♠ω ♠ω
The 2-category of coquasi-bimonads in K we denote by CQB(K), its 0-cells are
coquasi-bimonads (A, F, ω), 1- and 2-cells have the same form as in QB(K) and they
satisfy the same axioms (27) – (28) and (30)–(31), while the axioms (26) and (29) change
to the first two in:
F′ F′ F′ X
♠ω′
X
=
F′ F′ F′ X
τF,X
τF,X
τF,X
♠ω
X
F F F F
♠ω
F
=
F F F F
τF,F
τF,F
τF,F
♠ω
F
F′ F′ X
τF,X
τF,X
τF,F
X X F
=
F′ F′ X
τF′,F′
τF,X
τF,X
X X F
(39)
τIdA,X is natural w.r.t. ω τF,IdA is natural w.r.t. ω YBE for FFX
Definition 3.8 The category of right Tambara comodules over a coquasi-bimonad (A, F, ω)
we denote by T (A,F,ω) and we define it as follows. Its objects are triples (X, τF,X, ρ), where
(X, τF,X) are objects of CQB(K)(F) so that (X, ρ) is a right F-comodule in K and the coaction
ρ : (X, τF,X) −→ (XF, τF,XF) is a morphism in CQB(K)(F). Morphisms of T
(A,F,ω) are right
F-colinear morphisms in CQB(K)(F).
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The dual of Theorem 3.5 holds: the category T (A,F,ω) of right Tambara F-comodules
over a coquasi-bimonad F in K , is monoidal. Its associativity constraint is given by
(40) and XY is a right F-comodule via (41), for (X, τF,X), (Y, τF,Y), (Z, τF,Z) ∈ T
(A,F,ω).
αX,Y,Z =
X Y Z
P P P
τF,Y τF,Z
τF,Z
♠ω
X Y Z
=
XYZ
t
♠ω
XYZ
(40)
XY
P
XY F
=
X Y
P P
τF,Y
✡✠
X Y F.
(41)
Here we used the notation:
XYZ
t
XYZ F
=
X Y Z
P P P
τF,Y τF,Z
τF,Z
X Y Z F F F
similarly as before and the dual statement of Proposition 3.4 holds.
4 Actions of monoidal categories
Let B : A −→ A be a monad in K and C a monoidal category such that there is a
quasi-monoidal faithful functor U : C −→ T (A,B). We will denote the objects of C by
X, and write U(X) = (X, τB,X). The monoidal category C may be non-strict, we denote
by α : (XY)Z −→ X(YZ) its associativity constraint, for X,Y,Z ∈ C. Thus U(α) is a
morphism in T (A,B). The unity constraints we will consider though as identities. Let
BK denote the category whose objects are left B-modules M : A
′ −→ A for any 0-cell
A′ inK and morphisms are left B-linear 2-cells inK .
Theorem 4.1 Let B : A −→ A be a monad and C as above. Suppose that there is a quasi-
monoidal functor F : C −→ T (A,B) that factors throughU : C −→ T (A,B) and let us write
F (X) = (X, ψB,X). The following are equivalent:
1. there is an actionC×BK −→ BK ofC on BK given by (X,M) 7→ XMwhere XM is a left B-
module via (22) and where the category action associativity isomorphism rX,Y,M : (XY)M
−→ X(YM) (respectively ρX,Y,M : X(YM) −→ (XY)M) satisfies:
rX,Y,M =
X Y M
❞
rX,Y,B
P
X Y M
(42)
for every X,Y ∈ C andM ∈ BK ; and the unity-action isomorphism is taken to be identity;
2. for every X,Y ∈ C there is an invertible 2-cell ρˆ : (X, ψB,X)(Y, ψB,Y) −→ (X, ψB,X)(Y, ψB,Y)
in EMM(K) that is a normalized 2-cocycle (1) (respectively (2)) in EMM(K).
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Proof. We know from Proposition 2.5 that (22) determines a left B-module structure on
XM. Then it is straightforward to prove that the category action functor is well-defined
on morphisms. Given a natural isomorphism rX,Y,M satisfying (42), define ρX,Y : XY
−→ XYB by ρX,Y = rX,Y,B(idXY × ηB). Conversely, given a 2-cell ρX,Y : XY −→ XYB natural
in X and Y define
rX,Y,M =
X Y M
ρX,Y
P
XY M.
(43)
We are going to prove that rX,Y,M (i.e. ρX,Y,M) is an isomorphism in BK natural inX,Y and
M, and it satisfies the pentagon and the triangle defining the coherence of the action if
and only if ρX,Y induces an invertible and normalized 2-cocycle in EM
M(K). Observe
that rX,Y,M and ρX,Y,M are equal on 1-cells and that left B-module structure on (XY)M and
on X(YM) are both given via ψB,XY (see (22)). The only difference between the two of
them, one encounters when dealing with the pentagon axiom, as we will see below.
For the naturality of rX,Y,M take 2-cells i.e. morphisms ζ : X −→ X′, ξ : Y −→ Y′ in
C and a B-linear morphism β : M −→ M′ in K . The naturality then translates into the
condition:
X Y
ρX,Y
ζ ξ
X′ Y′ B
=
X Y
ζ ξ
ρX′ ,Y′
X′ Y′ B
(44)
(the morphism β “cancels out” in the calculation, wewill comment on it further below).
If we suppose that the inverse r−1
X,Y,M
of rX,Y,M also has the form (43), then IdXYM =
r−1
X,Y,M
◦ rX,Y,M and IdXYM = rX,Y,M ◦ r
−1
X,Y,M
, where ◦ denotes the vertical composition of
2-cells inK , are equivalent to:
X Y
ρX,Y
ρ−1X,Y
✡✠
X Y B
=
X Y
❞
X Y B
and
X Y
ρ−1X,Y
ρX,Y
✡✠
X Y B
=
X Y
❞
X Y B
(45)
where ρ
−1
X,Y is a formal symbol with the clear meaning. B-linearity of rX,Y,M is equivalent
to:
B X Y
ψB,X
ψB,Y
ρX,Y
✡✠
X Y B
=
B X Y
ρX,Y
ψB,X
ψB,Y
✡✠
X Y B
(46)
Observe that by (18) the upper identity we may also write as follows:
B X Y
ψB,XY
ρX,Y
✡✠
X Y B
=
B X Y
ρX,Y
ψB,XY
✡✠
X Y B
(47)
Let X,Y,Z ∈ C andM ∈ BK , then the pentagon for rX,Y,M reads:
(IdX ×rY,Z,M) ◦ rX,YZ,M ◦ (αX,Y,Z × IdM) = rX,Y,ZM ◦ rXY,Z,M (48)
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where αX,Y,Z : (XY)Z −→ X(YZ) is the associativity constraint of C. Observe that the
pentagon for ρX,Y,M reads:
(αX,Y,Z × IdM) ◦ ρXY,Z,M ◦ ρX,Y,ZM = ρX,YZ,M ◦ (IdX ×ρY,Z,M). (49)
By (43) the above two pentagon identities translate into:
X Y Z
α
rX,YZ
rY,Z
✡✠
X Y Z B
=
X Y Z
rXY,Z
rX,Y
ψB,Z
✡✠
X Y Z B
(50)
X Y Z
ρX,Y
ψB,Z
ρXY,Z
α ✡✠
X Y Z B
=
X Y Z
ρY,Z
ρX,YZ
✡✠
X Y Z B
(51)
respectively. The coherence of the associativity constraint ofC and the unity constraints
(which are identities) mean:
X M
ρX,Id
P
X M
=
X M
X M
=
X M
ρId,X
P
X M
⇔
X
ρX,Id
X B
=
X
❞
X B
=
X
ρId,X
X B
(52)
Wehavenotdetailed theproofs of the above claimsbut the idea is the same inall of them:
one uses the associativity of the B-action on M, then one choses M = B and composes
the equation in question with the unit ηB of the monad B at the appropriate place. Note
that (45) means that the 2-cells ρX,Y and ρ
−1
X,Y induce two 2-cells inverse to each other in
the 2-category EMM(K), (46) means that ρX,Y induces a 2-cell in EM
M(K), and (50), (51)
mean that ρ induces an operator which is an (inverse) 2-cocycle in EMM(K), while (52)
means that it is normalized.
Observe that the point 2) in the above Theorem is equivalent to saying that the
identities (44), (45), (47), (50) i.e. (51) and (52) hold.
5 Representation category of coquasi-bimonads inK
Let (F, ω) be a coquasi-bimonad and B : A −→ A a monad inK . Suppose that for every
(X, τF,X, ρ) ∈ T
(A,F,ω) - including when X = F - there is a distributive law τB,X such that
(X, τB,X) ∈ T (A,B), the coaction ρ : (X, τB,X) −→ (XF, τB,XF) is a morphism in T (A,B) (i.e.
τB,X is natural with respect to ρ, (53)) and the Yang-Baxter equation (54) is fulfilled. We
require moreover that τB,IdA be natural with respect to ω, (55).
B X
τB,X
P
X F B
=
B X
P
τB,X
τB,F
X F B.
(53)
B F X
τF,X
τB,X
τB,F
X F B
=
B F X
τB,F
τB,X
τF,X
X F B
(54)
B F F F
♠ω
B
=
B F F F
τB,F
τB,F
τB,F
♠ω
B
(55)
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In particular, forX = Fwe get that τB,F is comonadic with respect to F and obeys (53)
for X = F. Let τBT
(A,F,ω) denote the category whose objects are triples (X, τB,X, τF,X) with
the above properties and morphisms are ζ : (X, τB,X, τF,X) −→ (Y, τB,Y, τF,Y) given by right
F-colinear morphisms ζ : X −→ Y in Mnd(K)(B) and in Mnd(K)(F) (that is, both τB,X
and τF,X are natural with respect to ζ). The latter means that the following are fulfilled:
X
ζ
P
X F
=
X
P
ζ
X F
,
B X
τB,X
ζ
Y B
=
B X
ζ
τB,Y
Y B
,
F X
τF,X
ζ
Y F
=
F X
ζ
τF,Y
Y F.
(56)
We already know that the category T (A,F,ω) is monoidal. In order to prove that so is
τBT
(A,F,ω) it rests to check the conditions (54) and (53) for τB,XY as in (18), and that α
from (40) is a morphism in T (A,B). We comment this last fact, the rest we leave to the
reader as an easy check. The proof that α is a morphism in T (A,B) is analogous to the
proof (36) that α from (35) is a morphism in T (A, F). In the current case we use (55) (in
place of (26) from before) and (54) (in place of (30), which we used to prove (34)).
Assume moreover that B is a right F-module monad in the sense of (4)–(5). In
this setting we require for the 2-cells τB,X to be also natural with respect to the right
F-module action on B:
B F X
❡
τB,X
X B
=
B F X
τF,X
τB,X
✏
X B
(57)
As above, it is directly proved that τB,XY has the latter property, so the new category
is also monoidal. We will again abuse notation and denote this category also by
τBT
(A,F,ω), understanding implicitly the added properties once we assume that B is a
right F-module monad.
Lemma 5.1 Let (F, ω) be a coquasi-bimonad, B : A −→ A be a right F-module monad with
ψB,F given by (58), (X, ρ) a right F-comodule and τB,X such that ρ : (X, τB,X) −→ (XF, τB,XF) is
a morphism in T (A,B). Then (X, ψB,X) ∈ T (A,B) with ψB,X being given via:
ψB,F =
B F☛✟
τB,F
❡
F B
(58) ψB,X =
B X
P
τB,X
✏
X B.
(59)
Proof. We only prove the first distributive law for ψB,X:
B B X
✡✠
ψB,X
X B
=
B B X
✡✠P
τB,X
✏
X B
d.l.
=
B B X
P
τB,X
τB,X
✡✠
✏
X B
(4)
=
B B X
P
τB,X
τB,X
☛✟
τB,F
✏ ✏
✍ ✌
X B
comod.
(53)
=
B B X
P
τB,X
✏
P
τB,X
✏
✍ ✌
X B
=
B B X
ψB,X
ψB,X
✡✠
X B
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A coquasi-bimonad inK is a proper comonad. Given a coquasi-bimonad (F, ω) and
a monad B : A −→ A inK . Then it is directly proved that the 2-cells FF −→ B inK form
a monad inK , that is actually a convolution algebra in the monoidal category K(A).
Proposition 5.2 Let (F, ω) be a coquasi-bimonad and B : A −→ A a right F-module monad in
K with ψB,F given by (58). The following are equivalent:
1. set C = τBT
(A,F,ω) and let ψB,X be given by (59); given a 2-cell σ : FF −→ B such that (60)
holds, the 2-cell ρX,Y given by (61) satisfies the conditions in Theorem 4.1;
F F X
τF,X
τF,X
σ
X B
=
F F X
σ
τB,X
X B
(60) ρX,Y =
X Y
P P
τF,Y
σ
X Y B
(61)
2. (B, F, ψB,F, µM, ηM, εF, β) is a Sweedler’s Hopf datum where µM and β are given by:
µM =
F F☛✟☛✟
τF,F
✡✠ σ
F B
and β =
F F F☛✟☛✟☛✟
τF,F τF,F
τF,F
♠ω−1
F F F
(62)
where the Sweedler’s 2-cocycleσ inK is invertible in the convolution algebraK(A)(FF,B).
Here ηM = ηF × ηB.
Proof. A faithful functor is provided by the forgetful functor F : τBT
(A,F,ω) −→ T (A,B),
given by F (X, τB,X, τF,X, ρ) = (X, τB,X), it is clearly quasi-monoidal. The 2-cell ρX,Y given
in (61) satisfies the condition (44) by (56). Let us check when ρ−1X,Y :=
X Y
P P
τF,Y
τ
X Y B
together
with the above ρX,Y fulfills the identity (45). We have:
X Y
P
P
τF,Y
σ
P P
τF,Y
τ
✍ ✌
X Y B
=
X Y
P P
☛✟ ☛✟
τF,Y
τF,Y τF,F
τ σ
✍ ✌
X Y B
=
X Y
P P
τF,Y
☛✟☛✟
τF,F
τ σ
✍ ✌
X Y B
∗
=
X Y
P P
τF,Y ❞
❞
❞
X Y B
=
X Y
❞
X Y B
where in the first identity we applied the comodule law and naturality of τF,Y with
respect to the comodule structure, in the second one the distributive law for τF,Y, the
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identity * holds true if and only if τ is the convolution inverse for σ, and finally we
applied the counital distributive law for τF,Y and a comodule property. The other
identity is shown in the same way reversing the order of the 2-cocycles.
Next, for the identity (47) we compute using the same techniques:
L :=
B X Y
P
P
τF,Y
σ
P P
τB,X τF,Y
τB,Y ✡✠
✏
✍ ✌
X Y B
comod.
(53)
=
B X Y
P P
☛✟ ☛✟
τF,Y
τB,X τF,Y τF,F
τB,Y ✡✠ σ
✏
✍ ✌
X Y B
com.d.l.
=
B X Y
P P
τB,X τF,Y
τB,Y µM
✏
✍ ✌
X Y B
∗
=
B X Y
P P
τB,X τF,Y
τB,Y
ψB,FF
σ
✡✠
X Y B
=
B X Y
P P
τB,X τF,Y
τB,Y ☛✟☛✟
τB,F τF,F
τB,F ✡✠
σ
✏
✡✠
X Y B
com.d.l.
comod.
=
B X Y
P P
P
P τF,Y
τB,X τF,Y τF,F
τB,Y ✡✠
τB,F
τB,F
σ ✏
✡✠
X Y B
(54)
(53)
=
B X Y
P
P
P τF,Y
τB,X ✡✠
τB,F P
τB,Y
τF,Y τB,F
σ ✏
✡✠
X Y B
(53)
=
B X Y
P P
τB,X τF,Y
τB,Y ✡✠
P P
τB,F
σ ✏
✡✠
X Y B
:= R
At the place * the identity holds true if and only if the F-action on B is twisted by σ, i.e.
if (6) holds. Since the rest in the above computation uses the conditions holding in the
category C, the equality L = R expressing (47) is equivalent to (6).
Before we proceed we note that we have the following identity:
X Y Z
P P P
τF,Y τF,Z
τF,Z
α β
X Y Z F F F
=
XYZ
t
α β
XYZ FFF
=
XYZ
t
t ☛✟
♠ω ♠ω−1
XYZ FFF
(33)
coass.
=
XYZ
t
XYZ FFF
=
X Y Z
P P P
τF,Y τF,Z
τF,Z
X Y Z F F F
(63)
where α is the associativity constraint from Theorem 3.5. Now, as for (51), we find:
Σ :=
X Y Z
P P
τF,Y
σ P
P P τB,Z
τF,Y ✏
✡✠P
τF,Z
σ
α ✡✠
X Y Z B
(53)
comod.
=
X Y Z
P P
☛✟ ☛✟
τF,Y
τF,Y τF,F P
✡✠ σ
τB,Z
☛✟
τF,Z τB,F
σ ✏
α ✡✠
X Y Z B
com.d.l.
mod.d.l.
(60)
=
X Y Z
P P
τF,Y☛✟☛✟P
τF,F τF,Z
τF,Z
τF,Z
τF,Z σ
✡✠ ψB,F
α σ
✍ ✌
X Y Z B
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YBE(39)
=
X Y Z
P P
τF,Y☛✟☛✟P
τF,Z
τF,Z
τF,Z
τF,Z τF,F
✡✠ σ
α ψB,F
σ
✡✠
X Y Z B
2×com.d.l.
=
X Y Z
P P P
τF,Y τF,Z
τF,Z☛✟☛✟
τF,F
✡✠ σ
α ψB,F
σ
✡✠
X Y Z B
∗
µM
(8)
=
X Y Z
P P P
τF,Y τF,Z
τF,Z
α β☛✟☛✟
τF,F
✡✠ σ
σ
✍ ✌
X Y Z B
(63)
com.d.l.
comod.
=
X Y Z
P
P☛✟P
τF,Z
P τF,Z τF,F
τF,Y ✡✠ σ
τF,Z
σ
✍ ✌
X Y Z B
(53)
=
X Y Z
P
P
τF,Z
σ
P P P
τF,Z
τF,Y ✡✠
τF,Z
σ
✍ ✌
X Y Z B
:= Ω
In the equation * α is the associativity constraint given by (40). Similarly as in the
previous computation, the equality Σ = Ω expressing (51) holds true if and only if the
2-cocycle condition (8) for σ at the place * holds true.
At last, for (52) we find:
P ❞
σ
B
=
❞
B
=
❞ P
τF, −
σ
B
=
P
❞
σ
B
the unlabeled 1-cell is taken to be X on the left hand-side, which presents ρX,Id (observe
that τX,Id = idX) and it is taken to be Y on the right hand-side, which presents ρId,X.
Setting X = Y = F and and applying εF we see that (52) is fulfilled if and only if (9)
holds.
For a consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 5.2 we have:
Corollary 5.3 There is an action of categories τBT
(A,F,ω)× BK −→ BK given by (X,M) 7→ XM
where XM is a left B-module via (64) and the action associativity isomorphism is given by (65)
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B XM
P
XM
=
B X M
P
τB,X
✏
P
X M
(64) ρX,Y,M =
X Y M
P P
τF,Y
σ
P
X Y M
(65)
if and only if (B, F, ψB,F, µM, ηM) is a Sweedler’s Hopf datum where ψB,F and µM are given as in
(62).
Example 5.4 AssumeK is induced by the braided monoidal category of modules over
a commutative ringR. Then τ’s are the flipmaps. Corollary 5.3 then recovers the results
from [17, Section 4] and [1, Proposition 12]. In the latter reference our Sweedler’s Hopf
datum was called H-crossed system for a coquasi-bialgebra H.
The following is directly proved and it explains the relation between Sweedler’s
2-cocycle σ in K and a 2-cocycle in the sense of Definition 2.2.
Lemma 5.5 If (66) is a 2-cocycle in EMM(K) in the sense of (51), where ρFF,F and ρF,FF are
given as below, then σ satisfies (8).
ρσ =
F F☛✟☛✟
τF,F
σ
F F B
=
FF✎ ☞
σ
FF B
(66) ρFF,F =
F F F
✡✠
ρσ☛✟
F F F B
, ρF,FF =
F F F
✡✠
ρσ☛✟
F F F B
6 Representation category of quasi-bimonads inK
In this Section let (F,Φ) denote a quasi-bimonad in K . In Theorem 3.5 we proved
that the representation category of (F,Φ) is monoidal. We now assume that B is a left
F-comodule monad in the sense of (10)–(11) and we are going to consider the category
τB(A,F,Φ)T that is analogous to the category τBT
(A,F,ω) we introduced before Lemma 5.1.
We describe it here.
The objects of τB(A,F,Φ)T are triples (X, τB,X, τF,X) - including when X = F - where
(X, τF,X) ∈ (A,F,Φ)T (from Definition 3.3), (X, τB,X) ∈ T (A,B), (X, ν) is a left F-module so
that ν : (FX, τB,FX) −→ (X, τB,X) is a morphism in T (A,B), τB,X is natural with respect to
the left F-coaction on B (see (68)), and the Yang-Baxter equation (54) for (τB,F, τB,X, τF,X)
holds true. In particular, for X = F we have that τB,F is monadic with respect to F and
obeys (68) for X = F. We also require that (69) holds, saying that τB,IdA is natural with
respect to Φ.
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B F X
P
τB,X
X B
=
B F X
τB,F
τB,X
P
X B
(67)
B X
τB,X
✏
X F B
=
B X
✏
τB,X
τF,X
X F B
(68)
B
♠Φ
F F F B
=
B
♠Φ
τB,F
τB,F
τB,F
F F F B
(69)
The morphisms of τB(A,F,Φ)T are ζ : (X, τB,X, τF,X) −→ (Y, τB,Y, τF,Y) given by left F-linear
morphisms ζ : (X, τB,X) −→ (Y, τB,Y) in Mnd(K)(B) and ζ : (X, τF,X) −→ (Y, τF,Y) in
Mnd(K)(F) (two last identities in (56)). Analogously as before, we have that the cate-
gory τB(A,F,Φ)T is monoidal.
Lemma 6.1 Let (F,Φ) be a quasi-bimonad, B : A −→ A be a left F-comodule monad with
ψB,F given by (70), (X, ν) a left F-module so that ν : (FX, τB,FX) −→ (X, τB,X) is a morphism in
T (A,B). Then (X, ψB,X) ∈ T (A,B) with ψB,X being given via (71):
ψB,F =
B F
✏
τB,F
✡✠
F B
(70) ψB,X =
B X
✏
τB,X
P
X B.
(71)
Proof. We only prove the first distributive law for ψB,X:
B B X
✡✠
ψ
X B
=
B B X
✡✠
✏
τB,X
P
X B
(10)
=
B B X
✏ ✏
τB,F
✡✠✡✠
τB,X
P
X B
mod.
d.l.
=
B B X
✏ ✏
τB,F τB,X
τB,X
P ✡✠
P
X B
(67)
=
B B X
✏
τB,X
P
✏
τB,X
P ✍ ✌
X B
=
B B X
ψ
ψ
✡✠
X B
A quasi-bimonad in K is a proper monad. Given a quasi-bimonad (F,Φ) and a
monad B : A −→ A in K . Then FFB is a monad, IdA is trivially a comonad and we
can consider the monad of the 2-cells IdA −→ FFB in K , which is indeed a convolution
algebra in the monoidal category K(A).
Proposition 6.2 Let (F,Φ) be a quasi-bimonad and B : A −→ A a left F-comodule monad in
K with ψB,F given by (70). The following are equivalent:
1. set C = τB(A,F,Φ)T and let ψB,X be given by (71); given a 2-cell Φλ : IdA −→ FFB, the
2-cell ρX,Y given by (72) satisfies the conditions in Theorem 4.1;
ρX,Y =
X Y
♠Φλ
τB,X
τF,X τB,Y
P P
X Y B
(72)
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2. (B, F, ψB,F,∆M, εM, ηF, β) is a Hausser-Nill datum where ∆M and β are given by:
∆M =
F
♠Φλ
τB,F☛✟
τF,F
✡✠✡✠
F F B
and β =
F F F
♠
Φ−1
τF,F
τF,F τF,F
✡✠✡✠✡✠
F F F
(73)
where the Hausser-Nill 2-cocycle Φλ in K is invertible in the convolution algebra
K(A)(IdA, FFB). Here εM = ηB ◦ εF.
Proof. A faithful functor is provided by the forgetful functor F : τB(A,F,Φ)T −→ T (A,B)
which is given byF (X, τB,X, τF,X, ν) = (X, τB,X), it is obviously quasi-monoidal. The 2-cell
ρX,Y from (72) clearly satisfies the condition (44) (recall module version of (56)). For the
condition (45) with ρ
−1
X,Y =
X Y
♠χ
τF,X
τF,X τF,Y
P P
X Y B
we find:
X Y
♠Φλ
τB,X
τF,X τB,Y
P P
♠χ
τB,X
τF,X τB,Y
P P ✍ ✌
X Y B
3×(67)
mod.
=
X Y
♠χ ♠Φλ
τB,F τB,X
τF,F τB,F τB,Y
✡✠✡✠τB,X
τB,Y
τF,X ✡✠
P P
X Y B
2×d.l.
=
X Y
♠χ ♠Φλ
τB,F
τF,F τB,F
✡✠✡✠✡✠
τB,X
τF,X τB,Y
P P
X Y B
=
X Y
❞
X Y B
This together with the analogous computation with the reversed order of χ and Φλ
means that χ is the inverse of the latter in the convolution algebraK(A)(IdA, FFB) (take
X = Y = F and compose with two coppies of the unit of F).
To check (47) we should prove:
B X Y
✏
τB,X☛✟ τB,Y
τF,X
P P
♠Φλ
τB,X
τF,X τB,Y
P P ✍ ✌
X Y B
=
B X Y
♠Φλ
τB,X
τF,X τB,Y
✏ P P
☛✟τB,X
τF,X τB,Y
P P ✍ ✌
X Y B
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By exactly the same arguments as in the previous computation this is equivalent to
B
✏
♠Φλ ☛✟
τB,F
τF,F τB,F
✡✠✡✠✡✠
F F B
τB,F
com.d.l.
=
B
♠Φλ ✏
τB,F☛✟✡✠
τF,F
✡✠✡✠
F F B
=
B
✏
☛✟ ♠Φλ
τB,F
τF,F τB,F
✡✠✡✠✡✠
F F B
This is precisely (12) with ∆M being as in (73).
We now investigate when (50) is fulfilled. We find that this identity becomes:
X Y Z
♠Φ
τF,X
τF,X τF,Y
P P P
♠Φλ
τB,X
τF,X τB,Y
P ☛✟
τF,Y τB,Z
P P
♠Φλ
τB,Y
τF,Y τB,Z
P P ✍ ✌
X Y Z B
=
X Y Z
♠Φλ
τF,X☛✟τF,X τF,Y
τF,X τF,Y τF,Z
P P P
♠Φλ
τB,X
τF,X τB,Y
P P
✏
τB,Z
P ✍ ✌
X Y Z B
Applying the comonadic distributive law for τF,X, monadic for τB,X, naturality of both
with respect to the left F-module action, naturality of τB,X with respect to the left
F-comodule action and associativity of F, we see that this is equivalent to:
♠Φλ ♠Φ
τB,F
τF,F
✍ ✌
♠Φλ
τB,F☛✟✡✠
τF,F τB,F
✡✠✡✠ τB,F
τF,F
✍ ✌✡✠
F F F B
=
♠Φλ ♠Φλ
τF,F☛✟
τF,F ✏
✡✠✡✠ τB,F
✡✠✡✠
F F F B
Multiplying this from the right in the convolution algebraK(IdA, FFFB) byΦ
−1 × ηB we
get precisely (14) with ∆M and β as in (73). Observe that β =
FFF
♠Φ−1
✍ ✌
FFF
. Similarly as in
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(63), we have:
FFF XYZ
β α
t
XYZ
=
FFF XYZ
t
XYZ
where α is the associativity constraint (40).
Finally, for (52) we find:
X
♠Φλ
τB,X
τF,X
P ❞
X B
=
X
♠Φλ
❞ τB,X
P
X B
∗
=
X
❞
X B
and
Y
♠Φλ
❞ τB,Y
P
Y B
∗
=
Y
❞
Y B
where the equalities at the places * hold if and only if (15) is fulfilled (setX = Y = F and
apply ηF).
For a consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 6.2 we get:
Corollary 6.3 There is an action of categories τB(A,F,Φ)T × BK −→ BK given by (X,M) 7→ XM
where XM is a left B-module via (74) and the action associativity isomorphism is given by (75)
B XM
P
XM
=
B X M
✏
τB,X
P P
X M
(74) ρX,Y,M =
X Y M
♠Φλ
τB,X
τF,X τB,Y
P P P
X Y M
(75)
if and only if (B, F, ψB,F,∆M, εM, ηF, β) is a Hausser-Nill datum where ψB,F,∆M and β are given
as in (73).
Example 6.4 The above Corollary is a 2-categorical generalization of the result in [10,
Section 9].
The following result is proved directly, it justifies the name “2-cocycle” for Φλ in
(14).
Lemma 6.5 If (76) is a 2-cocycle in EMM(K) in the sense of (50), where rFF,F and rF,FF are given
as below, then Φλ satisfies (14).
rΦλ =
F F
♠Φλ
τB,F
τF,F τB,F
✡✠✡✠
F F B
=
FF
♠Φλ
τB,FF
✍ ✌
FF B
(76) rFF,F =
F F F
✡✠
rΦλ☛✟
F F F B
, rF,FF =
F F F
✡✠
rΦλ☛✟
F F F B
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7 Yetter-Drinfel’d modules and relative Hopf modules
When we introduced bimonads, the 2-category of bimonads and biwreaths in [8], as
a part of the data appeared what we suggested as a definition of one-sided Yetter-
Drinfel‘d modules in a 2-category. We recall here the definition of a (left) bimonad.
Definition 7.1 A bimonad in K is a quintuple (A, F, µ, η,∆, ε, λ) where (A, F, µ, η) is a
monad and (A, F,∆, ε) is a comonad so that the following compatibility conditions hold:
F F
✍ ✌
✎ ☞
F F
=
F F✎ ☞
λ
✍ ✌
F F
,
F F
❞ ❞
=
F F
✡✠
❞
,
❞ ❞
F F
=
❞
☛✟
F F
,
❞
❞ = IdidA
and the 2-cell λ : FF −→ FF is such that (F, λ) is a 1-cell both inMnd(K) and in Comnd(K).
We rectify the definition of the 2-category of bimonads from [8] slightly changing
the definition of 2-cells. We define the 2-category of bimonads Bimnd(K) as follows.
It has bimonads in K for 0-cells, 1-cells are triples (X, ψ, φ) where (X, ψ) is a 1-cell in
Mnd(K), (X, φ) is a 1-cell in Comnd(K) so that the compatibility:
F′ X F
ψ
λ
φ
F′ X F
=
F′ X F
φ
λ′
ψ
F′ X F
(77)
holds, and 2-cells are 2-cells both in Mnd(K) and Comnd(K) simultaneously. The
compositions of the latter and the identity 1- and 2-cells are defined in the obvious way.
Remark 7.2 With this rectifieddefinitionwe still have the embedding2-functorBimnd(K)
→֒ bEM(K) to what we conjectured to be the Eilenberg-Moore category for bimonads
bEM(K). We lose though the projection from the latter to the former 2-category, but
the projection exists under an assumption that we used in all the examples that we
treated in [8] (that the canonical restrictions of monadic and comonadic components of
the 2-cells in bEM(K) coincide). The definition of (2-cells in) Bimnd(K) does not affect
our results in [8].
Now a strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d module in K we define as an endomorphism 1-cell
(X, ψ, φ) over a 0-cell (A, F, λ) in Bimnd(K). We will differ Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules
and strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules. In order to stress the difference between the two
we give the next Definition.
Definition 7.3 Let (A, F, λ) be a left bimonad in K . A Yetter-Drinfel‘d module in K is a
triple (X, ψ, φ), where (X, ψ) is a 1-cell in Mnd(K) and (X, φ) is a 1-cell in Comnd(K), so
that the compatibility condition (78)
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F X
ψ ❞
λ
φ ❞
F X
=
F X
✏
λ
P
F X
(78)
F X F
ψ
λ
φ
F X F
=
F X F
φ
λ
ψ
F X F
(79)
holds true, where
F X
P
X
=
F X
ψ
❞
X
and
X
✏
F X
=
X
❞
φ
F X
. A Yetter-Drinfel‘d module in K is called
strong if (79) holds.
Note that every strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d module is a Yetter-Drinfel‘d module (apply
ηF and εF on the right hand-side lag of F in (79)). It is directly proved, as we showed
in [8], that the above 2-cells P and ✏ equip X with structures of a proper left
F-module and left F-comodule. For the same reason the 2-cells in Bimnd(K) turn out
to be left F-linear and left F-colinear.
Let us investigate when Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules in K together with (left F-linear
and F-colinear) morphisms in Bimnd(K)(F) form a monoidal category. Observe that
the comodule version of the identity (22) is:
XM
✏
F XM
=
X M
✏
φX,F
F X M.
(80)
for M : A′ −→ A a left F-comodule in K and (X, φX,F) ∈ Comnd(K)(F). This applies
then to two Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules (X, ψX, φX) and (Y, ψY, φY) inK . We find:
F XY
ψ ❞
λ
φ ❞
F XY
(18)
=
F X Y
ψX
ψY ❞
λ
φY ❞
φX
F X Y
YDY
=
F X Y
ψX ✏
λ
φX P
F X Y
strong
YDX
=
F X Y
✏
φX
λ
ψX
P
F X Y
(22)
(80)
=
F XY
✏
λ
P
F XY.
So, we find that Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules in K should be strong in order to form a
monoidal category. As endomorphism 1-cells in Bimnd(K) strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d
modules, together with the respective 2-cells, form a monoidal category Bimnd(K)(F).
We already have seen that ψF,XY is defined as in (18), similarly holds for φXY,F. That
these structures are appropriate for the monoidal structure of strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d
modules it is easy to show:
F XY F
ψ
λ
φ
F XY F
(18)
=
F X X F
ψX
ψY
λ
φY
φX
F X Y F
YDY
=
F X Y F
ψX
φY
λ
ψY
φX
F X Y F
strong
YDX
=
F X Y F
φY
φX
λ
ψX
ψY
F X Y F
(18)
=
F XY F
φ
λ
ψ
F XY F
Proposition 7.4 The category F
F
YDs(K ,A) = Bimnd(K)(F) of strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d mod-
ules inK is monoidal.
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7.1 The action of the category of strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules
Now suppose that B is a monad and that there is a 1-cell (F, ψB,F) in T (A,B). Let
ψB
F
FYDs(K ,A) denote the following category. Its objects are strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d
modules (X, ψX, φX) for which there is a 2-cellψB,X : BX −→ XB so that (X, ψB,X) is a 1-cell
in T (A,B) and the following compatibility Yang-Baxter equations hold true:
B F X
ψF,X
ψB,X
ψB,F
X F B
=
B F X
ψB,F
ψB,X
ψF,X
X F B
(81)
B X F
φX,F
ψB,F
ψB,X
F X B
=
B X F
ψB,X
ψB,F
φX,F
F X B
(82)
Note that these two identities can be restated so that ψB,FX is natural with respect
to ψF,X and that ψB,XF is natural with respect to φX,F. Morphisms of ψB
F
FYDs(K ,A)
are (left F-linear and F-colinear) morphisms in Bimnd(K)(F) and in Mnd(K)(B). It is
straightforwardly showed that ψB
F
F
YDs(K ,A) is a monoidal category. Observe that the
identity (81) is the same one as in (54).
Definition 7.5 Let B be a monad, F a comonad, both on a 0-cellA in K , and suppose there is
a 1-cell (F, ψB,F) in T (A,B). A left relative (F,B)-module inK is a left F-comodule and a left
B-module M : A′ −→ A so that
B M
P
✏
F M
=
B M
✏
ψB,F
P
F M
holds.
The category of left relative (F,B)-modules inK and left F-colinear and left B-linear 2-cells
inK we will denote by F
B
K .
Note that if B is a left F-comodule monad (in the sense of (10)), then it is an object
of F
B
K . Hence, if one wants to have B inside, one should add the comodule monad
property on B.
On one hand, this definition generalizes relative/Hopf/entwined modules to 2-
categories. On the other hand, it may be seen as a 2-categorical generalization of
the result in [20], recalled in [14, Section 2.1], that the category of algebras over a lifted
monad Bˆ on the category of coalgebras over a comonad F on an ordinary category C
is isomorphic to the category of coalgebras over a lifted comonad Fˆ of the category of
algebras over amonad B: (CF)Bˆ  (CB)
Fˆ, provided amixed distributed law ψ : BF −→ FB
from a monad to a comonad. In our context we take this isomorphism of categories as
a definition, so our ψB,F is a distributive law with respect only to the monadic structure
of B.
Theorem 7.6 There is an action of categories ψB
F
FYDs(K ,A)×
F
BK −→
F
BK given by (X,M) 7→
XM, where XM is a left F-comodule by (80) and a left B-module via (22).
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Proof. We will consider the category action associativity isomorphism to be identity.
Let us prove that a 1-cell XM is indeed a left relative (F,B)-module with the indicated
structures:
B XM
P
✏
F XM
=
B X M
ψB,X
P
✏
φX,F
F X M
M rel.
=
B X M
ψB,X ✏
ψB,F
φX,F P
F X M
(82)
=
B X M
✏
φX,F
ψB,F
ψB,X
P
F X M
=
B XM
✏
ψB,F
P
F XM.
The proof that given a morphism F : M −→ N in F
B
K , the newly obtained morphism
X ×M : XM −→ XN is in FBK , is direct, as well as that the defined action of categories is
compatible with composition of morphisms and identity morphisms.
Remark 7.7 We could have considered the category FFYDs(K ,A) and require that for
every X ∈ FFYDs(K ,A) there exists ψB,X so that (X, ψB,X) is a 1-cell in T (A,B) and the
relations (81) and (82) hold true. Then there is an action of F
F
YDs(K ,A) on
F
B
K (precisely
because (82) holds).
In the right hand-side version of Definition 7.3 the right strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d
modules are triples (X, ψ′X,F, φ
′
F,X) where ψ
′
X,F : XF −→ FX and φ
′
F,X : XF −→ FX, so
that (X, ψ′X,F) ∈Mnd(K
op) and (X, φ′F,X) ∈ Comnd(K
op). The corresponding category we
denote byYDs(K ,A)
F
F
. Moreover, we consider the category ψBYDs(K ,A)
F
F
analogous to
the category ψB
F
FYDs(K ,A) from the beginning of this Subsection. The only difference
in the definition is that the 2-cells ψF,X and φX,F are now substituted by φ
′
F,X and ψ
′
X,F ,
respectively. Observe that this change, although formallyminor, implies changing from
Mnd(K) to Comnd(K op), and from Comnd(K) to Mnd(K op). Also in this setting we
have a 1-cell (F, ψB,F) in T (A,B) and 2-cells ψB,X : BX −→ XB so that (X, ψB,X) ∈ T (A,B)
for every (X, ψ′X,F, φ
′
F,X) ∈ YDs(K ,A)
F
F
and so that the following compatibility Yang-
Baxter equations hold:
B F X
φ′
F,X
ψB,X
ψB,F
X F B
=
B F X
ψB,F
ψB,X
φ′
F,X
X F B
(83)
B X F
ψ′
X,F
ψB,F
ψB,X
F X B
=
B X F
ψB,X
ψB,F
ψ′
X,F
F X B
(84)
This is a monoidal category and we have:
Theorem 7.8 There is an action of categories ψBYDs(K ,A)
F
F×
F
BK −→
F
BK given by (X,M) 7→
XM, where XM is a left B-module via (22) and a left F-comodule by:
XM
✏
F XM
=
X M
✏
ψ′
X,F
F X M.
The proof of this result is analogous as in Theorem 7.6.
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7.2 Relation to classical Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules
We are first going to prove some results and these will lead to the introduction of an-
other 2-category which resembles more (and generalizes) the classical Yetter-Drinfel‘d
modules.
Proposition 7.9 Assume the following:
1. let F be a bimonad withλ indicated as below, where τF,F is both left monadic and comonadic
and right monadic and comonadic distributive law;
2. let (X, ν) be a left F-module so that ν : (FX, τF,FX) −→ (X, τF,X) is a morphism in
Mnd(K)(F) (in other words, τF,X is a left monadic distributive law and natural with
respect to P );
3. let (X, l) be a left F-comodule so that l : (X, τX,F) −→ (FX, τFX,F) is a morphism in
Comnd(K)(F) (in other words, τX,F is left comonadic and natural with respect to ✏ ).
Then (X, ψF,X) is a 1-cell inMnd(K)(F) and (X, φX,F) is a 1-cell in Comnd(K)(F), where:
λ =
F F☛✟
τF,F
✡✠
F F
, ψF,X =
F X☛✟
τF,X
P
X F
, φX,F =
X F
✏
τX,F
✡✠
F X.
(85)
Proof. The proof that λ is a desired distributive law making F a left bimonad is direct.
Then the claim for (X, ψF,X) holds by Remark 2.6, and the one for (X, ψF,X) holds by
duality.
Proposition 7.10 Let (X, ψF,X, φX,F) be a Yetter-Drinfel‘d module determined by (85). Under
the hypotheses as in the above Proposition and moreover assuming:
• l : (X, τF,X) −→ (FX, τF,FX) is a morphism in Mnd(K)(F) (in other words, τF,X is a right
comonadic distributive law and natural with respect to ✏ );
• ν : (FX, τFX,F) −→ (X, τX,F) is a morphism in Comnd(K)(F) (in other words, τX,F is right
monadic and natural with respect to P );
• the Yang-Baxter equation
F X F
τX,F
τF,F
τF,X
F X F
=
F X F
τF,X
τF,F
τX,F
F X F
(86)
holds;
the Yetter-Drinfel‘d module (X, ψF,X, φX,F) is a strong Yetter-Drinfel‘d module.
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Proof. We prove the relation (79) for a Yetter-Drinfel‘d module X:
F X F
ψF,X
λ
φX,F
F X F
=
F X F☛✟
τF,X
P ☛✟
τF,F
✡✠
✏
τX,F
✡✠
F X F
d.l.
=
F X F☛✟
☛✟
τF,X
τF,X τF,F
P
✏
τX,F
τX,F
✡✠
✡✠
F X F
ass.
coass.
=
F X F✎ ☞
τF,X☛✟
τF,X τF,F
P
✏
τX,F
✡✠τX,F
✍ ✌
F X F
YD
=
F X F✎ ☞
τF,X☛✟✏ τF,F
τF,F
✡✠P
τX,F
✍ ✌
F X F
ass.
coass.
nat.
=
F X F☛✟
☛✟✏
τF,F
τF,X
τF,F τF,F
τX,F
τF,F
✡✠P
✡✠
F X F
com.d.l.
(86)
=
F X F✎ ☞✏
τF,F☛✟τX,F
τF,F
τF,F τF,X
✡✠P
✍ ✌
F X F
com.d.l.
=
F X F✎ ☞✏
τF,F τX,F
τF,F
✡✠☛✟
✍ ✌ τF,X
P
F X F
mon.d.l.
=
F X F☛✟✏
τX,F
✡✠
τF,F
✡✠ψF,X
F X F
=
F X F
φX,F
λ
ψF,X
F X F
Corollary 7.11 In any braided monoidal category C Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules over a bialgebra
H in C are strong in the 2-category induced by C.
The classically studied Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules over a bialgebra H over a field all
turn out to be strong in the sense of (79).
We now introduce the following 2-category, which we will call the 2-category of left
τ-bimonads in K and denote by τ-Bimndl(K). A left τ-bimonad in K is a left bimonad
(F, λ) inK such that λ is given as in (85). We dealt with τ-bimonads in [9].
0-cells: are τ-bimonads (A, F, τF,F) inK .
1-cells: are quintuples (X, τF,X, τX,F, ν, l) : (A, F, τF,F) −→ (A
′, F′, τF′,F′) where:
(X, τF,X) are 1-cells inMnd(K) and inMnd(K
op) and (X, τX,F) are 1-cells in Comnd(K)
and in Comnd(K op) (observe the notation: τF,X : F
′X −→ XF and τX,F : XF −→ F
′X),
(X, ν) is a left F′-module and a left F′-comodule, so that
ν : (F′X, τF,F′X) −→ (X, τF,X) and l : (X, τF,X) −→ (F
′X, τF,F′X) are morphisms in Mnd(K),
ν : (F′X, τF′X,F) −→ (X, τX,F) and l : (X, τX,F) −→ (F
′X, τF′X,F) are morphisms in Comnd(K),
recall:
τF,F′X =
F′ F′ X
τF′ ,F′
τF,X
F′ X F
and τF′X,F =
F′ X F
τX,F
τF′ ,F′
F′ F′ X
(in other words, τF,X is left monadic and right comonadic and natural with respect to
P and ✏ , and τX,F is left comonadic and right monadic and natural with respect
to P and ✏ ),
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and the following compatibility conditions among the data in the quintuple and τF,F
and τF′,F′ hold:
F′ X F
τX,F
τF′ ,F′
τF,X
F′ X F
=
F′ X F
τF,X
τF′,F′
τX,F
F′ X F
F′ X☛✟
τF,X
P
✏
τX,F
✡✠
F′ X
=
F′ X☛✟✏
τF,F
✡✠P
F′ X
2-cells: are the same as in Bimnd(K), they are 2-cells in Mnd(K) and Comnd(K)
simultaneously (recall that they are left F-linear and left F-colinear).
The composition of 1-cells: given (X, τF,X, τX,F, νX, lX) : (A, F, τF,F) −→ (A
′, F′, τF′,F′)
and (Y, τF,Y, τY,F, νY, lY) : (A
′, F′, τF′,F′) −→ (A
′′, F′′, τF′′,F′′), their composition is a quintuple
(YX, τF,YX, τYX,F, νYX, lYX) : (A, F, τF,F) −→ (A
′′, F′′, τF′′,F′′) where
τF,YX
F′′ Y X
τF′ ,Y
τF,X
Y X F
, τYX,F =
Y X F
τX,F
τY,F′
F′′ Y X
, νYX =
F′′ Y X☛✟
τF′ ,Y
P ❡
Y X
, lYX =
Y X
✏ ❡
τY,F′
✡✠
F′′ Y X.
The above two Propositions allow to define the embedding 2-functor
τ-Bimndl(K) −→ Bimndl(K) (87)
(here Bimndl(K) is the 2-category that so far we denoted by Bimnd(K), we now stress
that this is the 2-category of left bimonads in K). It sends a τ-bimonad (F, τF,F) to the
left bimonad (F, λ) and a 1-cell (X, τF,X, τX,F, νX, lX) from τ-Bimnd
l(K) to the left strong
Yetter-Drinfel‘d module (X, ψF,X, φX,F) where λ, ψF,X and φX,F are given by (85).
On the other hand, classical Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules (over a filed k) are endomor-
phism 1-cells in τ-Bimnd(K) when K is induced by the braided monoidal category of
vector spaces. This inspires:
Definition 7.12 A classical Yetter-Drinfel’d module in K is an endomorphism 1-cell in
τ-Bimnd(K) (left and right versions).
Now it is clear that we have:
Corollary 7.13 The category of classical left Yetter-Drinfel’d modules over a bimonad F inK is
F
FYDcl(K ,A) := τ-Bimnd
l(K)(F) and it is monoidal. Moreover, there is a monoidal embedding
of categories:
τ-Bimndl(K)(F) −→ Bimndl(K)(F)
i.e.
F
FYDcl(K ,A) −→
F
FYDs(K ,A).
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We next want to apply the results of Theorem 7.6 to the above setting. As be-
fore, assume that B is a monad and that there is a 1-cell (F, τB,F) in T (A,B). Let
τB
F
FYDcl(K ,A) denote the following category. Its objects are classical Yetter-Drinfel‘d
modules (X, ψX, φX) for which there is a 2-cell τB,X : BX −→ XB so that (X, τB,X) is a 1-cell
in T (A,B) and the following Yang-Baxter equations hold true:
B F X
τF,X
τB,X
τB,F
X F B
=
B F X
τB,F
τB,X
τF,X
X F B
(88)
B X F
τX,F
τB,F
τB,X
F X B
=
B X F
τB,X
τB,F
τX,F
F X B.
(89)
Here νX : (FX, τB,FX) −→ (X, τB,X), lX : (X, τB,X) −→ (FX, τB,FX), lB : (B, τF,B) −→ (FB, τF,FB) ∈
T (A,B) (τB,X is natural with respect to the left F-action and left F-coaction on X, and
τB,F with respect to the left F-coaction on B). The morphisms of τB
F
FYDcl(K ,A) are the
morphisms in Mnd(K)(F) and in Comnd(K)(F). Then τB
F
F
YDcl(K ,A) is a monoidal
category.
Proposition 7.14 Let F be a left bimonad in K , B a left F-comodule monad with ψB,F given
by (70). Let (X, ψF,X, φX,F) be an object in τB
F
F
YDcl(K ,A) and let ψB,X be as in (71). Then the
Yang-Baxter equations (81) and (82) are fulfilled.
Consequently, there is amonoidal embedding of categories τB
F
FYDcl(K ,A) −→ ψB
F
FYDs(K ,A).
Proof. The proof that the identities (81) and (82) hold is analogous to the proof in Propo-
sition 7.10 that the relation (79) holds. For the proof of (81) apply the following changes
in the arguments in the proof: coassociativity of F{ F-comodule law, comonadic dis-
tributive law property{ naturality with respect to the F-comodule structure, (86){
(88), whereas to prove (82) change additionally: associativity of F { F-module law,
monadic distributive lawproperty{ naturality with respect to the F-module structure,
and change (86){ (89).
Let us denote by ψB
F
FYDs(K ,A) the image of τB
F
FYDcl(K ,A) by the latter embedding
functor.
Corollary 7.15 Under the hypotheses of the previous Proposition there is an action of categories
ψB
F
F
YDs(K ,A) ×
F
B
K −→ F
B
K as described in Theorem 7.6.
Example 7.16 WhenK is inducedby a braidedmonoidal categoryC, our Corollary 7.15
recovers [12, Theorem 2.3].
If we forget the left F-comodule action both on Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules and on
B, the 2-cells ψB,X, ψF,X and φX,F pass to be the 2-cells τB,X, τF,X and τX,F, respectively.
Moreover, the category ψB
F
F
YDs(K ,A) becomes τB (A,F)T . On the other hand, if we
consider a left bimonad F in K as a quasi-bimonad (with Φ = ηF × ηF × ηF) and take
σ to be trivial in Corollary 7.15, then we see that the latter result and Corollary 6.3 are
generalizations in two different directions of one and the same result.
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In the righthand-sideversionof (87)wehave anembeddingof 2-categoriesτ-Bimndr(K)
−→ Bimndr(K) determined by:
λ =
F F☛✟
τF,F
✡✠
F F
, ψ′X,F =
X F☛✟
τX,F
✏
F X
, φ′F,X =
F X
P
τF,X
✡✠
X F
(90)
which induces anembeddingofmonoidal categoriesτ-Bimndr(K)(F) −→ Bimndr(K)(F),
that is:
YDcl(K ,A)
F
F −→ YDs(K ,A)
F
F.
For a monad B and supposing that there is a 1-cell (F, τB,F) in T (A,B), the category
τBYDcl(K ,A)
F
F
is defined analogously as τB
F
F
YDcl(K ,A). Its objects are classical right
Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules (X, ψ′X,F, φ
′
F,X) for which there is a 2-cell τB,X : BX −→ XB so that
(X, τB,X) is a 1-cell in T (A,B) and the same Yang-Baxter equations (88) and (89) hold
true.
Theorem 7.17 Let F be a right bimonad in K , B a right F-module monad (in the sense of
(4)–(5)). We have the following:
1. Let (X, ψ′X,F, φ
′
F,X) be an object in τBYDcl(K ,A)
F
F and let ψB,X and ψB,F be as in (59) and
(62). Then the Yang-Baxter equations (83) and (84) are fulfilled.
2. There is a monoidal embedding of categories τBYDcl(K ,A)
F
F −→ ψBYDs(K ,A)
F
F.
3. There is an action of categories:
ψBYDs(K ,A)
F
F ×
F
BK −→
F
BK
as described in Theorem 7.8, where ψBYDs(K ,A)
F
F
denotes the image of τBYDcl(K ,A)
F
F
by the above embedding functor.
Forgetting the right F-module action both on Yetter-Drinfel‘d modules and on B
we obtain the forgetful functor ψBYDs(K ,A)
F
F
−→ τBT
(A,F). Taking Φλ in Corollary 5.3
to be trivial and considering a right bimonad F in K as a coquasi-bimonad (with
ω = εF × εF × εF), we see that Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 7.17 are generalization of the
same result in two different directions.
8 Actions of monoidal categories as pseudofunctors
In this last section we want to show how the action theorems Theorem 4.1 and Theo-
rem 7.6 come out from a more general situation that occurs in 2-categories. Let L be a
bicategory and Cat the 2-category of categories. Given a pseudofunctor T : L −→ Cat
there is a “pre-monoidal” functor TA,B : L(A,B) −→ Fun(T (A),T (B)) for every pair
of 0-cells A,B in L, where Fun(T (A),T (B)) is the category of functors from T (A) to
T (B). The adjective “pre-monoidal” here means that the functors T−,− are compatible
with the composition of composable 1-cells. For A = B we have a monoidal category
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L(A) = L(A,A), a strict monoidal category Fun(T (A),T (A)) and a monoidal functor
TA = TA,A between them. This in turn yields an action of the monoidal category L(A)
on the category T (A). Resuming we have:
T : L −→ Cat pseudo functor ⇒
TA : L(A) −→ Fun(T (A),T (A)) ⇔ L(A) × T (A) −→ T (A). (91)
monoidal functor action
We are going to show that the action of categories in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 7.6
come from two pseudofunctors T : L −→ Cat for appropriate bi/2-categories L.
8.1 A 2-functor from the 2-category of Tambara bimonads
We define the 2-category of Tambara bimonads ψBimnd(K) as follows.
0-cells: are quadriples (A, F,B, ψB,F) where (A, F) is a bimonad, (A,B) a monad inK
and (F, ψB,F) is a 1-cell in Mnd(K).
1-cells: are quadriples (X, ψF,X, φX,F, ψB,X) : (A, F,B, ψB,F) −→ (A
′, F′,B′, ψB′,F′) where:
(X, ψF,X, φX,F) is a 1-cell in Bimnd(K), recall (77), and (X, ψB,X) a 1-cell in Mnd(K) such
that the conditions:
B′ F′ X
ψF,X
ψB,X
ψB,F
X F B
=
B′ F′ X
ψB′ ,F′
ψB,X
ψF,X
X F B
(92)
B′ X F
φX,F
ψB′ ,F′
ψB,X
F′ X B
=
B′ X F
ψB,X
ψB,F
φX,F
F′ X B
(93)
hold. Observe that the 2-cells involved are: ψF,X : F
′X −→ XF, φX,F : XF −→ F
′X, ψB,X :
B′X −→ XB, ψB,F : BF −→ FB, ψB′,F ′ : B
′F ′ −→ F ′B′.
2-cells:ζ : (X, ψF,X, φX,F, ψB,X) −→ (Y, ψF,Y, φY,F, ψB,Y)where ζ : (X, ψF,X, φX,F) −→ (Y, ψF,Y, φY,F)
is a 2-cell in Bimnd(K) and ζ : (X, ψB,X) −→ (Y, ψB,Y) a 2-cell in Mnd(K).
We now define a 2-functor
T : ψBimnd(K) −→ Cat
as follows. It sends a 0-cell (A, F,B, ψB,F) to the category
F
BK (from Definition 7.5).
Given two 0-cells (A, F,B, ψB,F) and (A
′, F ′,B′, ψB′,F ′) in ψBimnd(K) we define a
functor
TF,F ′ : ψBimnd(K)(F, F
′) −→ Fun(FBK ,
F ′
B′K) (94)
X 7→ TX = X-
ζ 7→ Tζ = ζ × -
like this. An object (X, ψF,X, φX,F, ψB,X) the functor TF,F ′ sends to the functor TX :
F
BK
−→ F
′
B′
K , where TX(M) = XM, for M ∈
F
B
K , so that XM is endowed with the following
structures of a left B′-module and F ′-comodule:
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B′ XM
P
XM
=
B′ X M
ψB,X
P
X M
(95)
XM
✏
F′ XM
=
X M
✏
φX,F
F′ X M.
That XM ∈ F
′
B′K is proved analogously as in Theorem 7.6:
B′ XM
P
✏
F′ XM
=
B′ X M
ψB,X
P
✏
φX,F
F′ X M
M rel.
=
B′ X M
ψB,X ✏
ψB,F
φX,F P
F′ X M
(93)
=
B′ X M
✏
φX,F
ψB′ ,F ′
ψB,X
P
F′ X M
=
B′ XM
✏
ψB,F
P
F′ XM.
A morphism F : M −→ N in FBK the functor TX sends to the morphism X × F : XM
−→ XN, the proof that it is a morphism in F
′
B′
K is straightforward.
A morphism ζ : (X, ψF,X, φX,F, ψB,X) −→ (Y, ψF,Y, φY,F, ψB,Y) in ψBimnd(K)(F, F
′) the
functor TF,F ′ sends to the natural transformation Tζ : TX −→ TY :
F
BK −→
F ′
B′K . Given
M ∈ F
B
K we have a morphism Tζ(M) = ζ ×M : XM −→ YM. It is B-linear, since (X, ψB,X)
is a 1-cell in Mnd(K), and it is F-colinear, since (X, φX,F) is a 1-cell in Comnd(K). The
morphism ζ×M is trivially natural inM. We also clearly have: TF,F ′(ξζ) = TF,F ′(ξ)TF,F ′(ζ)
and TF,F ′(idX) = TidX = IdTX .
Given two composable 1-cells in ψBimnd(K):
(A, F,B, ψB,F)
(X,ψF,X ,φX,F,ψB,X)
−→ (A′, F ′,B′, ψB′,F′)
(Y,ψF ′ ,Y,φY,F ′ ,ψB′ ,Y)
−→ (A′′, F ′′,B′′, ψB′′,F ′′)
we take the identities for the natural isomorphisms
sY,X : TF ′,F ′′(Y) ◦ TF,F ′(X) −→ TF,F ′′(YX), s0 : IdT (F) −→ TF,F(idF)
which actually map
sY,X : TY ◦ TX −→ TYX, s0 : IdF
B
K −→ TidF .
Theorem 8.1 The above defines a 2-functor T : ψBimnd(K) −→ Cat. Fixing a 0-cell
(A, F,B, ψB,F) in ψBimnd(K) by (91) we recover the action of categories ψB
F
FYDs(K ,A) ×
F
BK
−→ FBK from Theorem 7.6.
8.2 A pseudofunctor from a bicategory over the 2-category ofmonads
LetK be a 2-category andL a bicategory. We say thatL is a bicategory over the 2-category
of monads, if there is a faithful quasi 2-functor U : L −→ Mnd(K) and a quasi 2-functor
F : L −→ Mnd(K) that factorizes through U. The adjective “quasi” means that the
2-functor does not satisfy the monoidal coherence axiom, while “faithful” refers to the
fact that each functor on hom-categories is faithful. We fix the following notation:
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L Mnd(K)✲
U
F
❅
❅
❅
❅❘
Mnd(K)
❄
ι
(96)
B B✲✲
❅
❅
❅
❅❘
❘
B
❄
❄
X (X, τB,X)
✲✲
❅
❅
❅
❅❘
❘
(X, ψB,X)
❄
❄
ζ ζ✲✲
❅
❅
❅
❅❘
❘
ζ
❄
❄
0-cells 1-cells 2-cells
where B :A −→A,X :A −→ A′, τB,X : B
′X −→ XB, and define a pseudofunctor
T : L −→ Cat
on 0-cells:
B 7→ BK
and for 0-cells B,B
′
in Lwe define the functor
T
B,B
′ : L(B,B
′
) −→ Fun(BK , B′K)
on objects:
X 7→ TX : BK −→ B′K
M 7→ XM
( f : M −→ N) 7→ (X × f : X ×M −→ X ×N).
and on morphisms:
ζ : X −→ Y 7→ Tζ : TX −→ TY : BK −→ B′K
Tζ(M) = ζ ×M : XM −→ YM
analogously as in (94). Here XM is a left B′-module as in (95), with ψB,X from F (X) =
(X, ψB,X), as depicted in the third diagram above. As in the previous subsection we
have that the functor T
B,B
′ is well-defined.
For two composable 1-cells in L: B
X
−→ B
′ Y
−→ B
′′
we consider the natural isomor-
phisms
sY,X : TB′,B′′(Y) ◦ TB,B′(X) −→ TB,B′′(YX), s0 : IdT (B) −→ TB,B(idB)
which actually map
sY,X : TY ◦ TX −→ TYX, s0 : IdBK −→ TidB
and should satisfy a commutative hexagon and two triangles. Observe that TX(M) =
XM and that (TY◦TX)(M) = Y(XM), then the arrowTZ◦(TY◦TX) −→ (TZ◦TY)◦TX in the
hexagon is identity and we get a commutative pentagon. Setting rY,X,M := sY,X(M) this
pentagon amounts to the identity (48) between morphisms in B′K (with the difference
that X,Y,Z there are 1-endocells, and here we have: A
X
−→ A′
Y
−→ A′′
Z
−→ A′′′). We
consider s0 to be identity, thus the two triangles become: rI,X,M = idXM = rX,I,M. Having
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a natural isomorphism sY,X such that the above-mentioned conditions are fulfilled, we
obtain a pseudofunctor T : L −→ Cat. As we proved in Theorem 4.1, considering
relations (42) and (43), the conditions that sY,X, i.e. rY,X,M should satisfy express the
existence of an invertible 2-cocycle in EMM(K).
Fixing a 0-cell B in L, we have a quasi-monoidal faithful functor U from the
monoidal category C = L(B,B) to the strict monoidal category Mnd(B,B) = T (A,B),
and another quasi-monoidal functor F : C −→ T (A,B) factorizing throughU.
Theorem 8.2 LetU,F ,L be as in (96). The above defines a pseudofunctorT : L −→ Cat. Fix
B ∈ L, then (91) yields the action of categories C × BK −→ BK characterized in Theorem 4.1.
8.3 A pseudofunctor from the bicategory of Tambara modules over a
quasi-bimonad
In this subsection we want to see how the action of categories in Corollary 6.3 fits the
framework of a pseudofunctor T : L −→ Cat from the previous subsection. For that
purpose we introduce a new bicategory. For the action of categories in Corollary 5.3
the construction is similar.
We call the bicategory of Tambara modules over quasi-bimonads in K , and denote
by τQB-Mod(K), the following bicategory.
0-cells: are quintuples (A, F,Φ,B, τB,F) where (A, F,Φ) is a quasi-bimonad inK such
that (26) holds, (A,B) is a monad in K , (F, τB,F) is a 1-cell in Mnd(K) so that B is a left
F-comodule monad inK by (70), and (69) holds.
1-cells: are quartuples (X, τF,X, τB,X, ν) : (A, F,Φ,B, ψB,F) −→ (A
′, F ′,Φ′,B′, ψB′,F ′)where
(X, τF,X) : (A, F,Φ) −→ (A
′, F′,Φ′) is a 1-cell in QB(K), satisfying identities (27) – (30),
(X, ν) is a left F ′-module so that the action ν seen as 2-cells: ν : (F ′X, τF,F ′X) −→ (X, τF,X)
and ν : (F ′X, τB,F ′X) −→ (X, τB,X) are 2-cells in Mnd(K), meaning that (97) holds both
when the unlabeled 1-cell stands for B and F, and moreover the condition (98) holds
true:
F X
P
τ−,X
X
=
F X
τ−,F
τ−,X
P
X
(97)
B′ X
τB,X
✏
X F B
=
B′ X
✏
τB,X
τF,X
X F B
(98)
2-cells: ζ : (X, τF,X, τB,X, ν) −→ (Y, τF,Y, τB,Y, ν
′) are left F′-linear 2-cells ζ : (X, τF,X)
−→ (Y, τF,Y) and ζ : (X, τB,X) −→ (Y, τB,Y) in Mnd(K).
In the above defined bicategory the identity 1- and 2-cells, as well as the horizontal
and vertical composition of 2-cells, are defined in the obvious way (as in Mnd(K)). Let
us show how the composition of 1-cells is defined. This will show that τQB-Mod(K) is
indeed a bicategory and not a 2-category. Given two composable 1-cells
(A, F,Φ,B, τB,F)
(X,τF,X ,τB,X ,ν)
−→ (A′, F ′,Φ′,B′, τB′,F ′)
(Y,τF ′ ,Y,τB′ ,Y)
−→ (A′′, F ′′,Φ′′,B′′, τB′′,F ′′)
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their composition is induced by the one in the 2-categoryMnd(K), where the F ′′-action
on YX is given by
F ′′ YX
P
YX
=
F ′′ Y X☛✟
τF ′ ,Y
P P
Y X.
(99)
If (A′′, F ′′,Φ′′,B′′, τB′′,F ′′)
(Z,τF ′′ ,Z,τB′′ ,Z)
−→ (A′′′, F ′′′,Φ′′′,B′′′, τB′′′,F ′′′) is a third with the pre-
vious two composable 1-cell, we define a natural isomorphism α : (ZY)X −→ Z(YX)
by
αZ,Y,X =
Z Y X
♠Φ′′′
τF ′′ ,Z
τF ′′ ,Z τF ′ ,Y
P P P
Z Y X.
It is clear that αZ,Y,X is F
′′′-linear. The proof that it is an isomorphism 2-cell in
τQB-Mod(K) satisfying the pentagon axiom, and that the above composition of 1-cells
is well defined, is analogous as in the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Taking L = τQB-Mod(K) in the setting of Subsection 8.2 it is clear that we recover
Corollary 6.3. Observe thatU : τQB-Mod(K) −→Mnd(K) given byU(A, F,Φ,B, τB,F) =
(A,B) on 0-cells and by (X, τF,X, τB,X, ν) 7→ (X, τB,X), ζ 7→ ζ on 1- and 2-cells is a faithful
quasi 2-functor. Moreover, that F : τQB-Mod(K) −→ Mnd(K), differing from U in
that it maps a 1-cell (X, τF,X, τB,X, ν) into (X, ψB,X), where ψB,X is given by (70), is a quasi
2-functor that factors throughU.
Proposition 8.3 The pseudofunctorT : L −→ Cat fromTheorem8.2withL = τQB-Mod(K)
yields the action of categories characterized in Corollary 6.3.
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